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1. INTRODUCTION
Lady Jane Rice of Dundonnell Estate asked me in 2005 to examine the potential for
re-establishing a viable population of red squirrels (Sciurus vulgaris) at Dundonnell
by translocating animals from elsewhere in the Highlands. The owners of Dundonnell
were very keen to promote the conservation of these beautiful mammals and to have
them living again in the woods surrounding Dundonnell. They had embarked on a
programme of woodland restoration and wildlife conservation.
Following field visits to Dundonnell to check the suitability and potential for red
squirrels, I recognised that this project would allow us to explore several important
issues concerning red squirrel conservation in areas which have lost squirrels in
historic time. There is of course serious concern about the decline and widespread
loss of red squirrels in England, Wales and southern Scotland, but the considerable
range contraction in north and west Scotland is much less well-known.
My field work and investigations showed that Dundonnell was undoubtedly suitable
for red squirrels with much excellent habitat, plentiful food supplies and no
competition from grey squirrels. It was big enough to establish a viable population
and could provide a secure disease-free refuge against further inroads by grey
squirrels moving north and west in Scotland. It would also provide field experience in
the translocation of red squirrels, which may be needed as an important tool in red
squirrel conservation. It was deemed important that this was not just a one-off but
was the forerunner of future work, and for this reason we suggested the following
action.
A vision for red squirrels in north-west Highlands
The vision would be to re-establish red squirrels in suitable forests and
woodlands to the north and west of the present range, in order to increase the
distribution and overall population and to create refuges free from grey
squirrels and associated diseases.
I read the latest strategies and action plans for red squirrels, including ‘The Scottish
Strategy for Red Squirrel Conservation 2004’ and ‘The Scottish Red Squirrel Action
Plan 2006 -2011’. I also had discussions with experts, much of it encouraging but
also including some off-putting comments about stress induced health problems. In
autumn 2006, I finished the first draft of our proposal and sent out a revised version
on 14th January 2007. Ian Collier of the Highland Red Squirrel Group sent back
useful comments and Scottish Natural Heritage responded with a list of queries and
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comments. This resulted in a meeting at SNH HQ on 1st March 2007 with Lesley
Cranna, Tamara Lawton and Dr Mairi Cole. Following the meeting, I sought to
answer all the queries through expert advice, research and fieldwork. We also
searched in this area again for unconfirmed reports of squirrels, and were certain that
the last squirrels were in the late 1970s. See the original application document for
detailed background information.
On 18th September 2007, I outlined the proposal to a meeting of the Highland Red
Squirrel Group. I was encouraged that there was real interest and support from the
members as well as a clear recognition that there are considerable areas of suitable
woodland presently unoccupied by red squirrels, and that this project offered an
exciting way forward
Following
this
meeting,
I
produced the final version of the
proposal , which I submitted to
Scottish Natural Heritage on 20th
October 2007 in order to obtain
a licence to carry out the project.
Red squirrels are a fully
protected species under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act,
1981, and a licence from
Scottish Natural Heritage is
required to carry out live
trapping.

Part of the Woods at Dundonnell

On 4th February 2008, SNH requested answers to a further series of questions and
these were answered on 14th February 2008, along with a new licence application for
40 to 50 squirrels. Finally a licence to trap and translocate up to 50 red squirrels was
issued by Scottish Natural Heritage on 1st September 2008, with a proviso to agree
trapping locations with SNH before starting trapping.

2. SUMMARY
In winter 2008/2009, 44 red squirrels were live trapped in Moray and Strathspey, and
successfully translocated to Wester Ross, after a veterinary inspection. We report
that all squirrels were successfully translocated with no deaths. They were released
into the wild at Dundonnell, either by soft release (13 squirrels) or hard release (30
squirrels) and only one was lost during this process, as a result of probable stress
death in a soft release cage. Following our work on these techniques, we
recommend the use of the hard release technique, as described in this report.
Supplementary feeding proved to be very successful, with squirrels at all the release
sites quickly finding the nut feeders and using them throughout the first winter.
Survival appears to have been very good, to judge from field observations, and also
from the four radio tracked individuals, which all survived through until the end of
August, when the transmitter batteries were running down. Breeding was proven
from sightings of pregnant and suckling squirrels, and later from sightings of the
young squirrels with their mothers and on their own. Summer drey building in
deciduous trees, located after leaf fall in the late autumn, was very encouraging. One
squirrel made a surprising journey across the open mountains to Loch Broom side. A
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female squirrel was released in its territory and they bred successfully at Leckmelm.
The only sad part of the translocation was road kills by vehicles on the main roads,
especially in autumn when there were concentrations of beech mast along the
verges. We believe that we have made a successful start in re-establishing a viable
population of red squirrels at Dundonnell.

3. PLANNING STAGE
During 2008, we carried out fieldwork on Dundonnell estate to identify the best
places within the woodlands to release the squirrels, assuming that we received a
licence. We decided that we would try soft and
hard release methods.
The first involves
acclimatising the translocated squirrels in
release cages or aviaries, built within the
woodland chosen as a release site, while hard
release involves the immediate release of
squirrels into suitable habitat. It was decided that
Alasdair Macdonald, the estate stalker, would
care for the squirrels once they were brought to
Dundonnell, and provide supplementary food for
them during the first autumn and winter. Estate
staff, Richard Page, would build the soft release
cages, as well as nest boxes and nut feeders.
He had already built a single release cage earlier
in the summer to house three orphan squirrels,
which had been rescued by the Highland Wildlife
Hospital in Ullapool, and reared by Jeff & Jean
Lewis.
Small cage for soft release
I prepared a one page outline of the project to give to people interested in the red
squirrel translocation and as an explanation of our request to catch squirrels for
translocation. In the donor area, Moray, Nairn, Strathspey and east of Inverness, I
found people who were prepared to help with trapping, and also landowners and
people with gardens frequented by squirrels who were prepared to allow us to trap
donor squirrels. Some members of the Highland Red Squirrel Group offered help with
the project, and it was encouraging that the reaction from local people was so
positive. The Forestry Commission in Inverness district gave permission to trap in
some of their woodlands, and we explored the possibility of carrying this out in the
areas marked for future felling. It was not possible to take the project any further
forward until we were certain we would receive a licence, and at one stage we
thought this might not be forthcoming until 2010. Once the licence was received, we
endeavoured to bring everything together as quickly as possible. Before activating
the licence we were required to provide a list of trapping sites and map references to
SNH.

3.a. Visit to Anglesey
Dr. Craig Shuttleworth, the project officer of the Anglesey Red Squirrel Project had
been very helpful and encouraging during the planning and writing stage of the
project. He offered to show me their work on Anglesey, so, following the receipt of
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our SNH licence, I visited him on 15th September 2008 so that I could check up on
the latest ideas and techniques. He took me around the island, showed me their work
(www.redsquirrels.org) and answered all my queries. It proved to be invaluable to
see their techniques and equipment, and to learn the best ways to do things. It was
also very encouraging to have the interest and support of a real expert. The results of
this visit are outlined in Annex 1.

3.b. Initial Fieldwork
The next step was organising the timetable, equipment, helpers and trapping sites. A
visit to Dundonnell on 28th September 2008 finalised arrangements there and
examined the excellent second soft release cage (or rather double cage), which had
been built by Richard Page among tall beeches and Scots pine trees at Geta Ban. It
also gave us a chance to check out the two remaining orphan red squirrels and we
decided they would be soft released from the smaller cage a few days before we
arrived with the first batch of live trapped full-grown squirrels. After release, the cage
was completely cleaned and disinfected.
At Dundonnell, Richard Page
got on with building a good
supply of squirrel feeders and
squirrel nest boxes, similar in
design to those used on
Anglesey. I purchased 20
squirrel live traps, as used by
people
controlling
grey
squirrels. Tim Mackrill came up
for a few days from Rutland
Water to help me build a good
supply of squirrel feeders and
large nest boxes (Craig said
they should be big enough to
hold a football!).

Building nest boxes at Dunphail

4. LIVE CAPTURE of RED SQUIRRELS
There proved to be many potential
donor sites for catching red squirrels in
Moray, Nairn, Strathspey and east of
Inverness.
In that region, many
squirrels come to gardens with nut
feeders and to visitor centre feeders, in
fact people are feeding large numbers
of squirrels. The owners of a garden in
Grantown-on-Spey thought they were
feeding up to 25 squirrels. Numbers in
both Moray and Strathspey were very
high in autumn 2008.
In consequence, we decided it would be easy to take animals without impinging on
designated nature conservation sites, especially at the end of the visitor season
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when some of these facilities stop feeding. Numbers are highest in mid to late
summer into the autumn, before winter losses. We also thought it might also be
advantageous to trap squirrels in forests prior to active felling programmes.
We sought and received approval from householders and land owners and we used
the latest and most effective live traps. Prior to the days chosen for trapping, the live
traps were set out at a site with regularly-used nut feeders. Traps would de-activated
by tying the catching door to the roof of the trap, so that squirrels could become used
to walking inside the trap to take nuts from a container. The Forestry Commission
gave permission to set up nut feeders in a remote conifer wood, marked for felling,
near Glenferness, but no squirrels were attracted, so no trapping took place. There is
clearly a learning process whereby squirrels learn from each other how to lift up the
lid of the feeder to get at the nuts, with squirrels near gardens being most used to nut
feeders.
Before and after trapping, potential donor red squirrels were subjected to visual
health checks by the owners of the feeders. It was also decided that the maximum to
be taken from any site would be two and that the squirrel carrying box/trap would be
individually marked, so that each individual’s data included both the trapping and
release sites.

4.a. Techniques and captures
In mid October 2008, all the licensing and practical arrangements were in place. On
25th October, I decided to catch a small number of red squirrels to test out our
procedures before attempting to trap larger numbers and organise for veterinary
inspection. Dunphail and Boat-of-Garten were chosen for trapping for the initial
captures. At the Dunphail trapping area I put out nut feeders with peanuts at various
sites and found the squirrels quite quickly found them. I visited Allan and Heather
Bantick to discuss suitable catching sites and give them six traps to use at three sites
with regularly used nut feeders. The traps at both sites were pre-baited, in a non
catching mode, so that the squirrels got used to them. On the 25th, the traps were set
at first light, and during the morning, Allan and Heather caught four squirrels, in and
around Boat-of-Garten, with the help of their friends Dawn, Penny and James. Moira
Hickey and I caught one squirrel near our home at Dunphail and another the next
morning before setting off for Dundonnell. The squirrels were kept individually in
large nest boxes, which had been lined with fresh hay, and supplied with a variety of
nuts, sweet apple and carrot.

Two live traps set beside nut feeders
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The next catching day was planned for 5th November, which allowed Anna Meredith
of the Royal Zoological Society of Edinburgh & Edinburgh Veterinary School, to come
to the Strathspey Veterinary Centre in Grantown-on-Spey, where vets Andrew
Rafferty and Jane Harley had very kindly offered facilities to check the health of the
squirrels, individually mark them and take samples for future studies. Trapping sites
were organised in Carrbridge, Cromdale, Grantown-on-Spey and Dunphail by Frank
Law, Bill Cuthbert, Stephen Corcoran, Moira Hickey and myself, and 12 squirrels
were caught for translocation.
The vets were able to give another day to the project on 21st November, so unset
traps were put out on the previous days at Logie, Edinkillie, Grantown-on-Spey,
Cromdale and Carrbridge. 14 squirrels were trapped on the morning of the 21st and
all were taken to the Strathspey Veterinary Centre for examination and marking. All
squirrels were again chipped with Trovan pit tags and housed individually overnight
in our shed in nesting boxes supplied with nuts and fresh apples.
In view of the lateness
of the season, I
decided
to
delay
catching the remaining
18 squirrels until the
days
started
to
lengthen
again
in
February. We had a
licence for 50 animals.
I tested the trapping
system again on 8th
March 2009 when I
caught 4 squirrels for
translocation. Knowing
that
late
winter
catching was possible,
eight were trapped in
Moray and Strathspey
on 20 March and

Red squirrel live trapped
taken to Grantown-on-Spey for veterinary inspection.
We decided that we should
not
continue
trapping,
because
the
squirrels
would soon be breeding,
so in the end we moved 44
squirrels rather than the
target of 50 on our SNH
licence. The 44 squirrels
comprised 21 males and
23 females and were
caught at a variety of
locations: Boat-of-Garten:
7 squirrels, Carr Bridge: 2
squirrels, Grantown on
Spey/Cromdale:
10
squirrels, Dunphail and
Edinkillie: 18 squirrels, and
Logie: 7 squirrels.

Trap covered to quieten squirrel
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Table 1. Live-trapping data.

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Pit tag
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
2034719
2031990
2032742
2033246
2479932
2484286
2483992
2483449
2479688
2482517
2480570
2482728
8033691
8036887
8050946
8037602
8036896
8037755
8037425
8037159
8033147
8037186
8004820
8004937
8029854
8027882
nil
nil
nil
nil
8033331
8032946
8033501
8032950
8032928
8033605
8033649
8033622

place
Dunphail 2
Boat of Garten (Grebe)
Boat of Garten (Grebe)
Boat of Garten (Dawn's)
Street of Kincardine
Dunphail 2
Carrbridge
Strathspey Office
Strathspey Office
Spey Royal
Cromdale - Speybank
Cromdale - Speybank
Dunphail Drive (8)
Dunphail Smiddy
Dunphail N Gate
Dunphail N Gate
Dunphail Castle
Dunphail Castle
Logie House
Edinkillie
Logie House
Logie Scots pines
Logie Scots pines
Logie N Drive
Logie N Drive
Anagach
Anagach
Free Church Wd
Free Church Wd
Grantown
Carrbridge Landmark
Edinkillie
Dunphail
Dunphail
Dunphail Smiddy
Dunphail (8)
Middle Lodge
Middle Lodge
Edinkillie south
Edinkillie south
Logie middle pines
Deshar Wood
Deshar Wood
Boat of Garten
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map ref
NJ017470
NH932190
NH932190
NH937188
NH946179
NJ017470
NH909225
NJ039264
NJ039264
NJ030270
NJ058285
NJ058285
NJ020466
NJ009485
NJ006490
NJ006490
NJ005481
NJ005481
NJ006506
NJ025462
NJ006506
NJ004514
NJ004514
NJ010516
NJ010516
NJ053280
NJ053280
NJ033273
NJ033273
NJ038266
NH908223
NJ025462
NJ013475
NJ013475
NJ009485
NJ020466
NJ014474
NJ014474
NJ015458
NJ015458
NJ005516
NH935186
NH935186
NH937188

date
24/10/2008
24/10/2008
24/10/2008
24/10/2008
24/10/2008
25/10/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
05/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
21/11/2008
09/03/2009
09/03/2009
09/03/2009
09/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009
20/03/2009

time
1600
1030
1030
1030
1100
1120
1145
1205
1230
1245
1300
1310
1330
1340
1400
1415
1430
1450
1145
1200
1210
1220
1235
1250
1340
1350
1405
1410
1420
1430
1445
1450
0845
0900
0920
0930
1115
1130
1145
1200
1210
1220
1230
1250

sex
female
female
female
male
female
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
female
female
female
male
male
female
male
male
male
male
female
male
female
male
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
male
male
male
female
male
male
female
female
male
male
male

4.b. Veterinary examination
There are no records of squirrel pox in the locations chosen for sourcing the donor
squirrels, but we decided it would be wise for a veterinarian to check the health
status of the squirrels and take small blood and hair samples for health checking and
to maintain a data bank to record DNA lineages through fur or blood samples. There
were no resident squirrels in the release site so there were no health risks to resident
squirrels. Standard biometrics would be recorded. The vet would also insert pit tags.
We were very fortunate that Anna Meredith MA VetMB CertLAS DZooMED MRCVS,
Head of Exotic Animal Service/Senior Lecturer, Royal School Of Veterinary Studies,
University of Edinburgh Hospital for Small Mammals, Easter Bush Veterinary Centre,
Roslin, Midlothian EH25 9RG
offered to help the project, and to
design a health protocol form
(Annex 2).
The Strathspey
Veterinary Centre in Grantown-onSpey, very kindly offered facilities for
Anna to check the health of the
squirrels, individually mark them and
take samples for future studies,
along with Strathspey vet Jane
Harley.
After capture, the squirrels were
kept in the traps inside a cardboard
Squirrel from bag into handling tube
box or covered with dark cloth to
prevent them being unnecessarily
frightened. They were taken to the veterinary centre and each squirrel was
transferred from the trap into a soft hessian sack. They were encouraged to enter the
squirrel tube by folding the open end of the sack around the tube. Because one of the
squirrels was very large and became briefly stuck in the tube after sedation, we
changed tactics and ran them into an open plastic bottle used for sedating them. This
proved to be very efficient.
Roy Dennis caught up and kept track of the identification of the individual squirrels,
which were then sedated with isofluorane and examined by the vets. Each squirrel
was sexed, aged, measured and
weighed; blood and hair samples
were taken for analysis, and health
condition,
parasites
and
any
features were recorded on the
protocol sheets. Blood samples
were taken for health condition
examination and for future DNA
studies. All of the squirrels checked
by the vets were fitted with small
animal pit tags (Trovan), as used on
cats or dogs, for future identification.
Four were also fitted with Biotrack
radio tracking collars. Anna Meredith
Squirrel being weighed by vet
will be researching the blood
samples, and the hair DNA samples
will be retained for future studies. It is very encouraging that all the squirrels were in
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excellent condition, with just one having a high infestation of lice, which was treated
with spot-on Ivomec.
Just prior to the squirrel recovering from the sedative, each squirrel was placed in a
uniquely numbered nest box, containing fresh hay, nuts and cut up sweet apples, so
that individuals from the same catching sites could be kept together at the release
sites. Before leaving the surgery, the lid of each box was carefully opened, after
inserting a metal grille, to check for recovery after sedation. All recovered rapidly.
Great care was taken to be quiet and careful to reduce any stress.
The 44 squirrels comprised 21 males
and 23 females and were caught at a
variety of locations: Boat of Garten: 7
squirrels, Carr Bridge: 2 squirrels,
Grantown-on Spey/Cromdale: 10
squirrels, Dunphail and Edinkillie: 18
squirrels, and Logie: 7 squirrels. They
were all in excellent condition and the
table below shows their weights,
which were well in the higher range of
squirrel weights. The mean weight of
males was 334 grams, and females
was 318 grams, which is above the
mean recorded in the new Mammals
Handbook.

Squirrel into nest box from tube

Table 2. Red Squirrels live weights

Weight in grams

Red Squirrels weights
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

male
female

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

Numbers

Fifteen had fleas, five of the March catches had ticks, three had mites and two had
lice. One from Grantown-on-Spey was badly affected by lice and the vets gave it
‘Spot On’ treatment. A small number had old injuries: two had tails with damaged
ends, one had a healed scab on its nose and another had a scratched lower lid. One
animal had its lower teeth angled slightly. One female, on March 20th, was pregnant,
and it was possible to feel the tiny embryos. By this date, males were also in obvious
breeding condition to judge from the size of the testicles.
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Table 3.

Weights, measurements & notes

All squirrels were also checked for eyes (clear – bright), ears (clean) and skin
condition. All squirrels scored clear bright eyes, clean ears and excellent skin, so
these three columns are not included in this table.

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

sex
female
female
female
male
female
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
female
female
female
male?
male
female
male
male
male
male
female
male
female
male
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
male
male
male
female
male
male
female
female
male
male
male

weight
327
355
323
324
361
332
328
359
305
313
304
272
292
302
355
333
327
334
325
320
320
340
320
355
316
354
324
306
335
288
333
308
318
328
361
347
334
298
316
317
339
306
298
320

shin
65
71
70
69
68
67
70
68
69
70
68
73
73
70
69
76
76
68
75
68
71
72
70
75
75
70
68
72
73
74
73
73
75

tail
220
235
225
240
230
223
240
225
223
223
224
224
221
222
225
223
222
222
222
225
235
230
230
240
222
225
235
245
225
260
240
230
222
215
235
230
240
220
245
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parasites
fleas
fleas
fleas
fleas
0
0
fleas
fleas
fleas
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
lice
ticks
ticks
fleas
0
0
fleas
lice
fleas
0
ticks (4)
flea 1
ticks/fleas
ticks/fleas
1tick/1 flea
fleas few
fleas few

notes
still some moult
still some moult
still some moult
still some moult

tail old shear

healing scab on nose

long healed broken tail end
scratch lower eyelid

ear mites + lice
mites
mites
ticks

lice all over - spot on
large - very grey flanks
obvious nipples - grey flanks

? Pregnant
bottom teeth angled slightly
not pregnant
in season

5. TRANLOCATION AND RELEASE
5.a. Transport & care
A SNH letter from Ullapool of 21 July 2005, said that “Translocation and
reintroduction of red squirrels is not recommended mainly for humane reasons; the
animals are very susceptible to stress-induced health problems. This was
dramatically demonstrated in an English Nature study in Thetford, Norfolk which was
stopped as a result of the high level of stress-induced illnesses to which the red
squirrels succumbed. In short, it is not impossible to translocate red squirrels, just
very difficult and not guaranteed successful.” This advice would also have been
influenced by the Beecraigs translocation, 1994-1995, where 7 out of 44 red squirrels
trapped in Fife died in transit, probably from dehydration due to stress.
I was concerned about this advice, but after over 50 years of wildlife management I
thought that we should not have those problems if we carried out trapping and
transport with great care. When young, I had reared orphan squirrels, while Derek
Gow, an expert at keeping and breeding mammals, said that the most important thing
was to make certain the squirrels were kept quiet in dark conditions while in transit or
brief captivity, and to provide fresh sweet apple chunks in their nest boxes to prevent
dehydration.
We made certain that as soon as squirrels were trapped, the trap was covered in
dark fabric or fitted back inside the cardboard box. It is important to keep diurnal
animals in the dark, to replicate night time, as this is a way to reduce stress. The
squirrels were in fact surprisingly unstressed, and some which were caught in the
cage trap soon settled down and continued feeding from the nut feeder inside the
trap.
We decided that rapid transport to the release site was the best method so the aim
was to co-ordinate trapping at several sites on the same day and then drive to
Dundonnell. They were kept sometimes overnight in our shed in nesting boxes
supplied with nuts and fresh apples. In the morning, all the boxes were checked
again using the grille method and all the squirrels were in excellent condition, usually
sitting in the hay with their tail up over their back in normal squirrel fashion.
The squirrels were transported to Dundonnell from Dunphail in their individual
numbered boxes, stacked carefully in a Hyundai Tucson 4x4. The distance is 92
miles and the journey takes about 2 hours plus. We found that all of the squirrels
travelled well and were in great condition on arrival. No squirrels were lost during
trapping or transportation, which is extremely comforting.
We recommend that the methods are successful and that wild red squirrels can
be safely trapped, examined and translocated.

5.b. Release
On 25th October 2008, Moira Hickey and I drove to Dundonnell to meet Alasdair
Macdonald, the Dundonnell gamekeeper. We placed two nest boxes in each section
of the large cage, and the other two in the small cage, from which the orphan
squirrels had been released. The squirrels caught at the same location were kept
together in the cages. A plentiful supply of food was provided in squirrel feeders in
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the cages, and Alasdair topped up the feeders every few days, keeping both an eye
on the situation at each site and a written record of observations. These squirrels
were soft released before the arrival of the next batch of squirrels.

Squirrels in nest boxes paired up and ready to be places in release sites
Bill Cuthbert and I drove to Dundonnell on 6th November and met Jane Rice and
Alasdair. Six squirrels in their individual nest boxes were placed in the now empty
release cages. Four squirrels were located in their nest boxes at release site 3 to the
east of the top field. The boxes were placed high in trees at an ideal location with
Scots pine, larch and Sitka spruce. The other four squirrels were located in their
boxes around an oak clearing (site 4) in the pinewood to the east of the small release
cage. This was another ideal site with a mix of Scots pine, larch, Sitka and Norway
spruce, and large oak and birch trees. Seven or eight squirrel feeders were placed at
each release site and filled with a mixture of nuts and maize. Alasdair reported that
the earlier released squirrels were regularly feeding at squirrel feeders near the small
release cage. Three squirrels were fitted with BioTrack radio collars.
On 22nd November, I drove to Dundonnell with fourteen squirrels; six squirrels were
placed in the soft release cages, following the release of the squirrels from the 5th
November translocation. Additionally, 6 squirrels, in two batches of three, were
placed in the wood near the phone mast.. The lower nest boxes were placed in trees
at the edge of a wood of larch and Sitka spruce (site 6), while the other three boxes
were placed further up the hill in the Scots pine wood (site 7). As previously, squirrel
feeders were placed in trees around each release site. The last two squirrels were
placed in Dundonnell House gardens (site 5), where at least one red squirrel had
taken up residence and was feeding at the bird feeders. One nest box was placed
carefully in the famous 2000 year old yew, the other in a large holly; additional
squirrel feeders were put up.
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On 5th March, after trapping four squirrels in the morning, Moira and I drove to
Dundonnell. We met Jane, Donald and Alasdair and located two nest boxes in large
Sitka spruce trees near the Brack Loch (Site 8) , and the other two in the top larch
wood site (Site 9). On 15th March, we again caught in the morning and translocated
the squirrels in the afternoon. We placed 3 nest boxes in the woodland owned by Mr
King (site 10) and then another three in mature Scots pines at Ballanore opposite
Alasdair’s house. One squirrel was placed in its nest box in the big beeches at Geta
Ban and the last one, a female, was taken to Leckmelm to join the much travelled
male at John and Ann Lycett’s garden.

5.c. Soft release
During the planning stage, we decided that we would release possibly half the
squirrels by the soft release technique, widely used as one of the well tested
techniques for the reintroduction and translocation of mammals. This involves
keeping the animals in a cage, within the area chosen as potential red squirrel
habitat, so that they can get used to the locality and then be released gently into the
surrounding woodland. If they wish they can return to the cage for food and shelter.
The cage itself contains nut feeders, food trays, nest boxes, drip water bottles and
vegetation.
The first keeping cage for soft releases was built among the trees in the corner of the
Scots pine woodland south of Geta Ban at NH114865 (Site 1). Richard Page
constructed a cage of two compartments; the larger compartment was 1.8 metres x 2
metres and 1.8 metres high. One end and part of the roof was of plywood
construction, the floor was wooden and the rest of the cage was covered in 15mm
square wire mesh. At the other end was a compartment one metre wide to allow a
person to enter the cage without any chance of squirrels escaping. The outer door
allowed access into this compartment, and then the outer door was closed and bolted
from the inside, before opening the door to the main compartment. Filling the nut
feeders, the food tray and the drip water bottles could be carried out from the access
compartment, without needing to enter the main squirrel cage. A folding hatch was
located in the side of the cage close to a tree growing outside cage, so that when the
squirrels were ready for release, the hatch could be left open and the squirrels could
exit in their own free time. The outer door was locked and the area was kept quiet
except when replenishing the feeders.
In September 2008, a much larger double cage was built among the large beech
trees at Geta Ban (Site 2. NH113869). This cage was 10 metres by 10 metres and
surrounded the base of two beech trees as well as the remains of the dead canopy of
a fallen Scots pine. It was 2 metres high and covered in 2.5cm wire chicken mesh
fixed onto fenceposts and fencing wire. The cage was split in half by a wire mesh
partition. The floor was natural earth, and mesh walls were dug into the ground with a
skirt on the outside, to prevent access by predators. Nut feeders, nest boxes and drip
water bottles were provided in both compartments, and accessed through a locked
wire mesh door. Release was by leaving the doors open.
13 squirrels were released sequentially by this method. One squirrel was found dead
in a nest box in one of the compartments of the large cage. Cause of death was not
identified and a post mortem suggested it could have been due to stress. Following
the success with the hard releases, we decided to reduce the number housed in the
soft release cages
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5.c. Hard release
The hard release nest boxes were modelled on those used by Craig Shuttleworth in
the Anglesey red squirrel project. Richard Page constructed them at Dundonnell
from 1 cm plywood, while I made the ones for
translocation from 2 cm external plywood. They
were 30 cm x 30 cm, and 40 cm high, with a
double overlap to fix them onto trees. A hole of
6.5 cm diameter was drilled in the top corner.
The lids were hinged or fitted with a rubber flap
hinge, so that they could be opened, and were
secured with double wire fastenings. The hole
on the nest boxes, used for translocating the
squirrels, was fitted with a cover held in place by
2 screws, which were removed after the squirrel
box was fitted in its final release position.
The nest boxes were filled loosely with hay,
dead grass and moss, and when being used to
transport and release squirrels contained cut up
sweet apples, carrot and nuts. Each box had
drilled holes In the top and bottom back so that
strong nylon cord could be used to tie the boxes
securely to a tree. These holes could also be
used for fixing long screws as additional fixing.
The hard released squirrels, in their individual nest boxes, were located in suitable
habitat in groups of 2, 3 or 4 within a 30 metre square, so that squirrels when exiting
from the nest boxes could see the other nest boxes, and hopefully squirrels, as well
as the nut feeders which were fitted to the nest box trees and adjacent trees.
Once all the nest boxes and nut feeders at a site had been fitted, the cover of each
hole was unscrewed and a ‘plug’ of moss and dry grass was placed loosely in the
hole, so that the squirrels could push their own way out, once we had gone away.
This proved to be a very successful method. Alasdair
checked the following morning to make certain that
the plugs of moss had been pushed out of each nest
box, indicating that the squirrels were active. It is
important that everything should be done to minimise
disturbance and stress, and to allow the animal to act
in a natural way
Nut feeders were located and used very quickly by
the squirrels, and this may have been enhanced by
the fact that we scattered peanuts on the front
platforms of the feeders and on prominent tree
stumps close to the boxes on the first day.
Thereafter, they were checked for use and filled up
regularly. All hard release locations held squirrels
throughout the winter and spring, and we considered
this is the most successful method of releasing
squirrels at Dundonnell.
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5.d. Release sites
Eleven different release sites were used at Dundonnell: six squirrels were soft
released from the small cage, and eight from the large cages. Both sites were used
sequentially. The remaining squirrels were hard released.
Table 4 gives the release site data; the furthest distance between releases sites ( 9 &
10) is 6.3 kilometres direct line, and all release sites are within four one kilometre
squares.

Table 4. Red Squirrel Release Sites

Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Map Ref.
NH114865
NH113869
NH114873
NH116866
NH112860
NH113877
NH114878
NH110875
NH110885
NH123830
NH108863
NH163912

location
Small cage
Large cages
Top field
Oak clearing
Garden
Mast lower
Mast higher
Bird hide
End larches
Mr King’s wood
Ballanore
Leckmelm

releases
6
8 + 3 outside
4
4
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
1
44

Nest boxes
4
6
4
4
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
1
37

Feeders
4
7
7
8
3
7
4
3
2
3
3
1
52

Nut feeders were also erected and maintained at Alasdair’s garden 3, craft shop and
larches 5 and Eilean Darach 3 giving a total of 63 feeders.
Red squirrels were released at Dundonnell between 21st October 2008 (2 orphan
squirrels) and 20th March 2009. The following table shows the build up of numbers at
Dundonnell, which does affect the numbers seen in the wild, reported in the daily
logs.

Table 5. Cumulative numbers of red squirrels released into the wild
Release dates
21/10 06/11 22/11 30/11 04/02 09/03 20/03
Cumulative numbers 2
12
26
29
33
37
45
The following table gives data on release dates and release sites, and whether hard
or soft release. Squirrels were held in soft release cages for 6 days (2 squirrels), 7
days (1), 9 days (1), 12 days (7) and 16 days (2).
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Table 6: Release data
.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Pit tag
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
nil
2034719
2031990
2032742
2033246
2479932
2484286
2483992
2483449
2479688
2482517
2480570
2482728
8033691
8036887
8050946
8037602
8036896
8037755
8037425
8037159
8033147
8037186
8004820
8004937
8029854
8027882
nil
nil
nil
nil
8033331
8032946
8033501
8032950
8032928
8033605
8033649
8033622

sex
female
female
female
male
female
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
female
female
female
male
male
female
male
male
male
male
female
male
female
male
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
male
male
male
female
male
male
female
female
male
male
male

radio

173.209

173.317
173.256

173.335

date
25/10/08
25/10/08
25/10/08
25/10/08
25/10/08
25/10/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
08/03/09
08/03/09
08/03/09
08/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09
20/03/09

06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
06/11/08
22/11/08
22/11/08
28/11/08
01/12/08
28/11/08
Died
29/11/08
04/12/08
-

-

release site
1
2a
2a
2b
2b
1
3
1
1
3
3
3
2c
2c
4
4
4
4
2a
1
2a
2b
2b
6
6
6
7
7
7
5
5
1
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
11
10
2c

type
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
hard
soft
soft
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
soft
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard
hard

Following this exercise, our recommendation is that hard release is the best
technique.
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6.

POST RELEASE

It was decided that it was very important to carry out careful husbandry of the
squirrels once they were released. Dundonnell estate decided that Alasdair would
make certain that the squirrels had adequate supplementary food throughout the first
winter, as part of his work, especially as many of them had come from gardens
where they were regularly feeding at squirrel feeders. At the same time as he was
topping up the feeders, he would also check whether they were feeding and would
record all sightings in his log, and keep contact with other local people who might see
squirrels.

7. SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING
A total of 63 standard model squirrel feeders, constructed by Richard Page, from
plywood with Perspex fronts, and holding about one pint of nuts, were used for the
project at a total of 15 sites, mainly close to the nesting boxes. Alasdair Macdonald
kept the feeders topped up from 24th October at intervals of up to one week through
to spring 2009. During this period, he used 18 bags of peanuts (bags weigh 25kgs),
12 bags of sunflower seeds, 3 bags of whole maize (which the squirrels did not really
like), 2 bags of flaked maize and one bag of
kibbled maize.
Feeders were filled level so that it was easy to
check that squirrels had used them. Nearly every
feeder was used and during the main winter
period, most feeders were regularly used – for
example, on November 11th, 22 of 26 feeders had
been used, 26 of 27 on 26th November, 28 of 34
on 1st December and 33 of 35 on 11th December.
At every release site, the squirrels located the
feeders very quickly and regularly used them.
Squirrels were noted burying nuts in late January,
and from early February, it was noted that
peanuts were being selected with less use of
sunflower. By 12th February, the squirrels were
taking noticeably less food as Scots pine cones
became available, and larch flowers were
sprouting. By 2nd March, feeders were only being
half used, and there was a slow down in the
regularity of topping up. Gnawed larch cones were noted on 5th March. In April,
Alasdair started to remove the feeders which were no longer used, although a few
were maintained, especially at the two sites ( 9 & 10) at the highest altitudes, which
were still being used through until June. The aim was not to provide supplementary
feeding in the second winter in the woodlands, as they should have laid in food
supplies, and we wanted the squirrels to use wild food. Some squirrels located nut
feeders for birds in several gardens in the area and started to use them, and in these
places squirrel nut feeders were installed.
In July, Alasdair put fallen apples, pears, cherries and plums, from the Dundonnell
gardens, in the remaining feeders at Ballanore and at King’s wood, and these were
taken by squirrels, as were brambles on 26th September. Squirrels were regularly
seen feeding on beech mast, but sadly this was often eaten at the roadside where it
concentrated after falling from beech trees overhanging the road. This unfortunately
led to road deaths, despite warning notices for road users. Squirrels were also noted
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collecting acorns and opening Scots pine and larch cones, and we think they were
also eating various species of fungi.

8.

MONITORING

Following the release of squirrels at Dundonnell, a record was kept of all sightings
and activities relating to the squirrels. Alasdair Macdonald kept a daily red squirrel
log of his activities and sightings. These are detailed in Annex 3 and summarised in
Table 7, and involved reports on 250 dates between 25th October and 9th November.
Roy Dennis visited the site on 16 dates between 28th September 2008 and 3rd
December 2009 (Annex 4), and started a walk-through monitoring of woodland areas
searching for squirrels and their activities, as well as checking the feeding areas. He
started the radio tracking observations, providing a tracking receiver and yagi aerial
for Alasdair to use.

8.a. Observations
An examination of Alasdair Macdonald’s daily log for 250 day reports/visits between
25th October 2008 and 9th November 2009 showed that squirrels were seen on 168
dates (68% of days), with one individual seen on 92 dates, two on 54 dates, 3 on 13
dates, and 4 different squirrels on 9 dates. All were
seen either near the release sites or between the top
larch woods (site 9) above the mast to Eilean Darach,
Dundonnell House, Ballanore Woods, Craft Shop and
Mr King’s Wood (Site10). The longest recorded
movement, except for the Letters/Leckmelm
individual, was Squirrel No. 43. It was a male
released at site 10, Mr King’s wood, on 20th March
2009, and was found killed on the road near
Alasdair’s house on 7th June; a distance of at least
3.7 kilometres.
All release sites regularly held squirrels, but some
squirrels made longish journeys quite quickly after
release; for example, radio tagged squirrel number
10 was seen at Dundonnell House gardens just four
days after release at Site I, and later returned. Two or
three squirrels had reached the craft shop by 21st
November, where they fed at the bird feeders, as well as quickly erected nut feeders.
Some squirrels settled at this site and later undoubtedly bred in the nearby mature
larch trees.
Squirrels were seen in all months, with the lowest number of sighting days the in
December (31%) and November(41%). Of course there were more squirrels to be
seen following the arrival of the remaining sixteen in March, and once the few
squirrels at Ballanore located the nut feeders at Alasdair’s garden, many of the
sightings referred to the small number of squirrels which used that area.
On 3rd December 2009, .I carried out with Alasdair a special survey for dreys,
following leaf fall from the deciduous trees. It was a mild rainy day but colder and
clearer later, and in the short period between 11.30am and 3.30 pm, we recorded a
surprising total of 9 squirrels on a poor day for seeing them.
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We saw the first squirrel in a mature oak on the roadside by the cottage (NH109876).
At Eilean Darach, a red squirrel carrying an acorn ran up the tree at NH105877.
There were 2 adult and two juvenile squirrels in a large yew tree by the keeper’s
house (NH104881), an adult about 100 metres to the north and another near the
main house (NH106877). There was a young squirrel in an oak tree by the sheep
fank at the corner of the road (NH107877). We were very pleased by the day’s
survey, despite being really poor weather and the short dark day, we saw 9 squirrels
(at least three young); and in the time available we covered only a very small part of
the whole woodland area.
Table 7. Reports of monthly records of days with reports and days of squirrel
records
The dates column refers to the number of days per month of reports by
Macdonald; the next four columns refer to the numbers of dates with
numbers of squirrels seen per day. The total sq/days is a calculation of
seen days per month and the final column is the percentage of days when
were seen per monthly number of recording days.

Month
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Nov to 9th
Totals

Dates
22
13
15
22
21
23
24
22
14
24
26
20
4
250

1 sq
5
4
5
12
3
11
7
6
10
9
10
9
1
92

2 sqs
3
0
4
3
5
8
3
7
0
5
10
6
0
54

3 sqs
0
0
2
2
3
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
13

4 sqs
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
4
0
0
1
1
0
9

Total sq/days
15
4
19
28
22
33
17
24
11
22
37
28
-

Alasdair
different
squirrels
squirrels

% days sqs seen
41%
31%
73%
82%
52%
93%
46%
77%
79%
62%
85%
85%
68%

During the winter, the main areas used by squirrels included densely foliaged trees,
such as Sitka spruce and Douglas fir, which made it impossible to locate dreys. The
walk-through surveys should prove to be more meaningful this summer and running
into next autumn, but the terrain is very difficult for carrying out the surveys
recommended for recording red squirrels in England.
One squirrel was seen at Letters on 8th December, and elsewhere at garden feeders
on that side of Loch Broom on subsequent days – and almost certainly the same
squirrel reached Leckmelm on 30th December, where it was regularly feeding at
squirrel feeders supplied by Alasdair. This amazing movement involves several
miles of traversing open mountain and moorland, and is detailed in section.
.

8.b. Transects
During the fieldwork to prepare the application document, I walked through many of
the woods in the Dundonnell area, checking their suitability and looking at food
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supplies. Later I visited many of the sites again or for the first time when Alasdair and
I were looking for suitable places to build release cages and for hard releasing
squirrels. I also carried out some search transects looking for signs of squirrels in the
best Scots pine sites, following the discovery of an unconfirmed squirrel report in the
Highland Red Squirrel Group database. I found no signs of cones eaten by squirrels,
but did find ones opened by crossbills. The unconfirmed report lacked a date and the
name of the observer, and was regarded as incorrect.
On 15th May 2009, I decided to carry out some systematic transects in some of the
main squirrel locations, but found it very difficult because of the terrain (long heather,
long grass, brash, hillsides, etc) and the dense nature of the spruce and Douglas fir.
In my opinion, traditional transect work on squirrels is of limited value at Dundonnell.
I found no signs of squirrel-opened cones or dreys during the 6 transects completed
that day – details are as follows.
Site 10. NH108863. I carried out a survey transect of the wood (Scots pine,
lodgepole pine, larch), starting at the Site 10 nest boxes, a square of 600 metres
(start point 57 48.111N, 5 09.197W, altitude 195 metres). I found no signs of eaten
cones or any dreys. The larch trees carried lots of new juvenile cones, as well as
good numbers of old cones; lots of flowers on the Scots pine, so it was due to be a
good year for cones, but rather little flower on the lodgepole pine.
Site 11. NH108863. Starting from the nest boxes, I carried out a 900 metre transect
through the old Scots
pines of the Ballanore
woodland (start point 57
49.559N, 5 11.123W,
altitude
36
metres).
Found one freshly eaten
Scots pine cone, but very
difficult to find cones on
the ground because of
the heather. Lots of
Scots pine flowers; no
dreys found nor any
squirrels seen.
Site
4.
NH116866.
Starting at the nest
boxes
in
the
oak
Ballanore Scots pine wood
clearing, I carried out a
triangular
transect
through this wood of 800 metres (start point 57 49.724N, 5 10.541W, altitude 89
metres). Found no eaten cones and no dreys, but this wood contains many dense
spruce trees ideal for squirrel dreys and also ancient deciduous trees with plentiful
holes.
Site 7. NH114878. From the nest boxes, I carried out a 200 metre transect but no
dreys nor eaten cones found; again a place with many dense spruce trees ideal for
building dreys and a difficult forest floor for searching for cones.
Site 3. NH114873. From the nest boxes, I attempted to carry out a transect in this
wood of spruces, Scots pine, larch; but very difficult to access. I walked 100 metres
and found no dreys and no eaten cones.
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Roadside Larch strip to Craft Shop. NH114855. I carried out a 400 metre transect in
the roadside band of big larch and Scots pine trees towards the craft shop. I found no
eaten cones and no dreys.

8.c. Casual sightings
We found several Scots pine cones opened by squirrels near Site 1 on 13th June
2009, and Alasdair found a fresh Scots pine opened at Ballanore on 16th June and at
Site 7 on 19th July. At Ballanore, spruce cones were found opened on 1st July.
Various species of fungi were common on and after 19th of July; and rodent (squirrel)
teeth marks in fungi at Site 9 on 11th August.

8.d. Hair tapes
Double sided sticky tapes were fixed under the lids of many of the nut feeders from
18th December and at Leckmelm on 18th January. Red squirrel hair was identified on
most of the tapes when they were collected, but as they were the only species using
the feeders, this was not surprising. We kept some samples of the hair tapes, in case
of long term DNA studies, but decided that it was pointless to continue using this
technique, because there is no potential confusion with grey squirrels at Dundonnell.

8.e. Wild food supplies
One of the important issues which I examined during the initial fieldwork was the
availability of wild foods for red squirrels. The wide variety of tree species at
Dundonnell enhances the opportunities for seed production and availability,
especially in years when one species may fail; it also extends the season of cone
and seed availability. The woods also provide a range of alternative foods including
berries and fungi. Red squirrels often cache fungi in trees for use throughout the
year. I considered the potential food supply to be good to excellent
David C Jardine, Forest District Manager of the Inverness Forest District of Forestry
Commission Scotland gave me information which he had collected on cone scores
for Dundonnell, where zero is no
cones and 5 is most cones.
Scots pine were 1999/00 - 5,
2004/05 – 3, 2005/06 – 5, 2006/07 –
4. Sitka spruce was 4, 0, and 5 in
years 04/05, 05/06 and 06/07.
European larch was 3, 0 and 3 in the
same years; and Japanese larch
was 4 and 0 in 04/05 and 05/06.
On 28th September 2008, I checked
seed abundance and recorded
Scots pine 2-3; larch 3-4, lodgepole
Beech mast at end of August
pine 1-2, Sitka spruce 1-2, beech
mast blind; oak good acorns; sweet
chestnut good supply of small nuts. On 29th August 2009, the seed crops were
impressive and looked very good for squirrel survival in autumn and winter. Scots
pine was 4; Noble fir was 5; Norway spruce was 5; Sitka spruce was 4, but varied in
different places from 3 to 5; larch was 3; oak 2 to 3; rowan was 5; beech was 5 and
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sweet chestnut was 3. The beech nuts were full of mast and brambles carried a good
crop of berries.

9. RADIO TRACKING
Four squirrels were fitted with Biotrack TW3 radio transmitters mounted on brass
collars designed for red squirrels, and I loaned a tracking radio receiver and yagi
aerial to Alasdair to track the squirrels. I also tracked squirrels with a second receiver
when visiting Dundonnell. On some occasions, no signals were picked up and it was
thought that the squirrels were in holes inside large trees, although on some
occasions they might have been out of range in a new area. This particularly applied
to squirrel number 9. The longest recorded movement distance was 1100 metres.
Two females ranged quite widely and moved to breeding areas 960 and 600 metres
from release sites, while the 3rd female (released in March) remained in a small range
of less than four hectares. The male also remained mainly within one wood except
for one trip of 900 metres and back.
The survival of three radio tracked squirrels from November to at least the end of
August, and two to 20th September, when batteries started running down
(manufacturers suggested 6 -12 month battery life) was very encouraging and, if
comparable with squirrels without radio collars, suggested a very encouraging
survival of translocated squirrels. Unfortunately, one was found killed on the road in
15th November, and one released in March was found freshly killed on road on 26th
October. The individual squirrel data is given below. The maps show locations joined
by lines but of course squirrels may have moved in any direction between points –
the maps are for giving an indication of ranges.

Dundonnell Garden bird feeders quickly found by Squirrel
number 9 and squirrel feeder added to tree
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Number 15 (173.317) female, 355 grams, from Dunphail, Moray
Hard released on 6th November 2008 at site 4 in top of the wood above the small
cage. Signals from release site area on four dates to 21st November. On 6th
December, was 500 metres away near Geta Ban, but on 18th December was back at
site 4. There were strong signals from tops of Sitka spruces close to site 4 nest
boxes, but impossible to see squirrels or dreys because of thick canopy in spruces.
No signals on 28th December and 8th January, but present again near site 4 on 18th
January. No signals 25th January, 3rd and 12th February. On 18th February, was in
the same wood near release site 4 and then slightly to the south-west in middle of
wood. Nil on 5th March but on 9th March was above the double cages, site 2, and
recorded from wood near site 4 on 13th, 17th and 25th March, 1st, 2nd and 17th April.
Remained in same area right through to 18th May, 6th and 15th June. Found at the
Brach Loch on 17th June and 6th July (1000 metres from release site). Observed by
Alasdair with mouthful of woody nest material near new pheasant pen on 3rd August,
and radio tracked nearby in tall beeches by graveyard on 29th August. Found freshly
dead close by on road; radio collar and body collected on 15th November. Visit to this
area on 3rd December found 2 breeding-type dreys high up in tall beeches and three
smaller nest platforms. Probably bred twice at this location, which is 960 metres from
release site. Survived for 374 days; tracking to 296 days..

Locations on squirrel number 15
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Number 17 (173.256) male, 327 grams, from Dunphail, Moray
Hard released 6th November 2008 at site 4 in top of wood above small cage. Signals
from release site area on four dates to the 21st November. On 6th December, fast
beep near site 4 suggested sleeping in a drey, and similarly, on 18th December, in the
same place, which appeared to be high in dense Sitka spruce trees. No signals on
28th December or 8th January, but normal signal at site 4 on 18th January. No signals
on 25th January, 3rd and 12th February, but again in trees at site 4 on 18th February at
1210 hours, but very weak signals at 1300 hours suggested it was inside a dead tree
or other hidden site near the oak clearing. 9th March, at site 4, but on 13th March, had
moved further west to the oak trees near the sawmill (900 metres) but was back in
usual wood on 17th and 25th March and still in the same area until 18th May. Also
recorded there on 6th and 15th June, 29th August and 20th September. This squirrel
stayed in main release wood throughout the tracking period, except for one known
movement to the sawmill area and back. Radio battery probably ran out and the
squirrel tracked over period of 318 days.

Locations on squirrel number 17

Number 40 (173.335) female, from Logie, Moray
Hard released in Ballanore Wood on 20th March, 2009,and regularly crossed main
road after being seen (confirmed by signals) in Alasdair’s garden at Ballanore on 22nd
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– 25th March, and on many dates throughout the year, and picked up in same area
using radio tracker and located near Ballanore on 29th August, 20th September and
11th October. Reared two broods of young, and only seen in small area between
release site in Ballanore pinewood and nearby garden and along roadside – a
distance of several hundred metres or less. Seen feeding on roadside, with two
young, on 25th September and found freshly dead on road on 26th October. Radio
worked for 205 days and squirrel survived for 220 days.
Number 9 (173.210) female from Spey Bridge, Grantown-on-Spey
305 grams
Put into small cage for soft release on 6th November and released into the wood on
22nd November. Seen at Dundonnell House (750 metres distance) on 26th and 29th
November. Then no signals despite intensive searches on 6th and 18th December.
On 8th January, back in the wood by the small cage where it had been released. On
18th January in the wood between the small and large cages, and later in the day in
trees beside the river towards Dundonnell House. Seen at the small cage on 24th
January, no signals on 25th January, 3rd or 12th February, but back in usual wood on
6th. On 18th February, in the wood just above the small cage and later in morning
close to cage, and there also on 5th and 9th March, and several dates up to 25th
March and to 17th April. On 18th May, tracked to the top of a very large beech tree in
leaf, close to the large cages (600 metres away) but couldn’t see it. Continued to be
located in this area and main wood through summer up to 22nd August, but not found
on 29th of August. Battery probably exhausted by the autumn. Tracked over 320
days during which time it made several journeys of up to 750 metres. Searched trees
on 3rd December, and found at least two breeding dreys in very tall beeches where
tracked on 18th May. Probably bred in this area.
Locations on squirrel number 9
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10. DISPERSAL
It appeared from the usage of the squirrel feeders that most squirrels remained near
the release sites. Small numbers dispersed to Dundonnell Gardens and Ballandore,
north to bird feeders at Dundonnell Craft Shop, and downhill to Eilean Darach House,
but all locations were within nine individual one kilometre squares: NH 1085 –1089,
NH 1185 –1188 and NH 1283.
The radio tracked squirrels made maximum journeys of 1100 metres, 900 metres and
750 metres, while a fourth radio collared animal did not travel more than 200 metres
from its release site. Squirrel No. 43, a male released at site 10 at Mr King’s wood
on 20th March 2009, was found freshly killed on the road near Ballanore cottage on
7th June, a distance of at least 3.7 kilometres. No squirrels were seen to the west of
Ballanore pinewood, but one squirrel (referred to as Leckmelm) made an amazing
journey to Loch Broom side.

11. LECKMELM SQUIRREL
One squirrel was seen at Letters on 8th December, over the
moorland and mountain from Dundonnell, a journey of at least 4
kilometres over unfriendly terrain for squirrels. It was then seen
elsewhere at garden feeders on that side of Loch Broom on
subsequent days and almost certainly the same squirrel
reached Leckmelm (an overland distance of approximately 16
kilometres) on 30th December, where it was regularly feeding at
squirrel feeders supplied by Alasdair Macdonald. John and Ann
Lycett kept a close watch on the squirrel, and supplied us with
information. It was also possible for them to send me a
photograph, which allowed me to identify it as a male.
We had debated whether we should catch the squirrel and return it to Dundonnell, or
leave it at Leckmelm, and decided that the latter was the better option, as it would
also be more favourable to the local people, who had become very interested in this
new arrival. On our last catching day, Roy Dennis decided that we would release a
female squirrel at Leckmelm. That evening, 20th March, we attached a nest box to a
tree in the garden, fitted with a long string, so that John and Ann could release the
female squirrel in the morning when the male arrived.
John Lycett reports that on 21st March 2009, the male squirrel had not arrived by
midday, so at 1230 he decided to pull off the entrance cover, which went very well.
He writes “Nothing happened from the box, then five minutes later the male appeared
from the rhododendrons. Normally he sits on the feeding box platform and stuffs
himself. This time he jumped on the nest box and started looking and sniffing around
it. After going around all the edges he finally found the entrance. He put his nose
inside the entrance and immediately shot down the tree trunk. This was repeated
three or four times after which he sat on the feeding platform and ate a few nuts probably contemplating this new occurrence! He resumed his investigation of the
nest box but in a more measured manner. Whilst this was happening the nose of the
female appeared as he moved away. This continued with the female's head coming
out a little further each time. Suddenly as the male was retreating from the nest box
on to the tree the female shot out of the entrance, on to the tree and both proceeded
to run around the trunk, finally vanishing along branches into the rhododendrons at a
height of about ten feet.”
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Next day, they both returned and the female even went back into the box to collect
nuts. Subsequently, they were seen most days in the Lycetts’ garden at the nut
feeders through to 5th May and clearly formed a breeding pair. Later in the summer,
young squirrels were seen, but sadly, in August, two squirrels were killed on the fast
road to Ullapool which passes close to the house. I checked one of the remains on
29th August, found no pit tag and thought it was a young squirrel, but it had been
badly mangled on the road.
No squirrels were seen at the garden in the autumn, but wild food was plentiful in the
surrounding forests. In January 2010, a squirrel has been seen in Forestry
Commission woods 9 kilometres to the south.
Probable movements of red squirrel from Dundonnell to Leckmelm

12. BREEDING INFORMATION
12.a. Nesting Boxes
The main use of the nesting boxes was for the hard release of the red squirrels, but
the Anglesey experience demonstrated that some female squirrels will use the boxes
for breeding. They were also available for squirrels of both sexes to use for shelter.
Nest boxes were also moved out of the soft release cages and distributed through
the woods, so that there were plenty of boxes available for squirrels.
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Our main hope was for them to build and use dreys, which are more secure as
breeding sites in the longer term. Forestry Commission guidelines indicate that
squirrels can build new dreys in as little as two days.
On 18th May, using a ladder I checked the following numbers of boxes for signs of
recent occupancy by squirrels; site 10 three boxes, site 5 two boxes, site 1 four
boxes, site 4 four boxes, sites 6 and 7 three boxes at each site, site 3 four boxes, site
2 four boxes. The hay in one box at Site 4 had recently been moved, but that was the
only sign of recent use in any of the boxes, and no signs of any nest building. I also
noted that there were no signs of pine martens attempting to tear their way into the
boxes. It rather appears that in woodland such as at Dundonnell, where there are
many places to build dreys, the boxes are unattractive for breeding. It may also be
because the next boxes were low in the trees rather than in the canopies, but our
hope was that the squirrels would live as naturally as possible.

12.b. Dreys
The first squirrel seen carrying leaves in its mouth was crossing the bridge at
Dundonnell House garden on 27th January. During walk throughs in winter and spring
we found it very difficult to locate any squirrel dreys, because the canopies of Sitka
spruce and Douglas fir were so thick and high up that it was impossible to see them.
Dundonnell is also fortunate in having many ancient broadleaf trees containing holes,
ideal for use by red squirrels. We found no dreys during this period in Scots pine
trees.
Alasdair found the first drey at Ballanore on16th June in a larch tree; and when I
looked on 18th June, we found 2 more. They were not big dreys but rather like
platforms. A similar drey was found in a larch tree at site 6 on 21st August and
another new drey at site 7 on 5th
November.
I had believed that it was most
likely that some of the squirrels
would build dreys in deciduous
trees and in larch, once they were
in leaf in the spring, but finding
dreys in deciduous trees is all but
impossible, until the autumn when
the leaves fall.
The first chance that I had to do a
survey for summer dreys was on
3rd December, which was a mild
Summer drey high in mature beech
rainy day. but colder and clearer
later. Started at 11.30am, the first
survey was in the big beeches near the small cemetery, and we found 3 dreys there.
First was a big summer drey, 3 metres from the top of a 25 metre mature beech; 50
metres further into the wood was another big summer drey, very close to the top of a
24 metre beech tree, 60 metres to the north was a smaller drey (not for breeding) in a
similar tree and a little further on was a small platform high in a beech. This is
exactly where Alasdair saw radio tagged female squirrel 15 carrying nest material in
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the summer. My expert opinion would suggest that this female built two summer
dreys for two different broods of young.
Next we checked the trees along the roadside to the furthest release site 9, and
found a good-sized drey in a 12 metre larch tree, about 300 metres up from site 6.
The keeper, Brian Fraser at Eilean Darach, showed us a big drey, made of oak twigs
and leaves, in the canopy of a 25 metre oak tree near the cottage. In the strip of
mature beeches north of his house, we found one large summer drey high up in a 20
metre beech. Back down in the house policies, we found a small drey in the top of a
6 metre sycamore, draped in honeysuckle.
We searched the mixed beech
wood at the big cages where
found 5 dreys, 3 of which were
summer dreys high in the
canopy of mature beech trees
of 25 metres. This is exactly
where I tracked squirrel number
9 high in a beech tree on 18th
May, when it was impossible to
see the squirrel because of the
foliage. There was a drey high
in a big larch, built on a side
branch, and a big drey lower
down in the side branch of an
ancient Scots pine, which had
sheep wool and grass sticking
Summer drey in branches of beech tree after
out. I walked along the large
leaf fall
strip to the smaller cage, and
located two dreys in the tall
larches and, finally, a single drey in a larch at the end of the strip, well past the small
cage.
In the spruce/larch wood at Ballanore, there was one drey and one old platform,
which we had located in the summer. Next we searched the strip of mature trees
along the roadside from the bridge to the craft shop. There was a drey in a clump of
younger larch on the south side of the road, which looked very much like a summer
breeding drey. At the craft shop end of the strip we found 2 big dreys and 2 platforms
in 25 metre mature larch trees. The weather was not good and the light was
declining, but we had a quick look in some of the riverside birch woodland, and then
drove to King’s wood, where we found one drey in a larch tree above the road, 200 m
down from the feeder site.
Despite being really poor weather and a short dark day, we found 26 dreys, and in
the time available we only covered a very small part of the whole woodland area.
Further searches will be made during the winter, but there is no doubt that the
squirrels built many dreys, including summer breeding dreys, in deciduous trees and
larches

12.c. Breeding evidence
Squirrel number 40 (radio 335) was seen in the Ballanore garden on 17th May, when
we noted that she was in excellent condition and pregnant. A different female was
seen at Alasdair’s garden feeder on 8th June, and with two obvious nipples showing,
it was clearly feeding young. On 13th June, four squirrels were seen at site 4, with a
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lot of chasing between two of them around a third squirrel; thought to be two males
fighting over a female. Squirrel number 40, was noted at Ballanore garden on 1st
September looking very pregnant and Alasdair could see a nipple when she was at
the nut feeders. She was thought to give birth on 5th September and her nipples
were well suckled on 6th; with 3 nipples seen on each side on 10th September.
The first young squirrel was seen at Ben nam Ban on 17th July (for comparison, I
saw the first young at Dunphail 11th August). Thereafter the following young were
observed. One young seen by Kettle Pool on the river on 17th August, being
mobbed by small birds. Young seen at Alasdair’s feeders from 30th August. Squirrel
number 40 chasing young squirrel at Ballanore garden feeders on 3rd and 5th
September, with one or two young there at times thereafter. A young squirrel at the
craft shop feeder on 20th September. One young at Alasdair’s feeders and one in
Dundonnell on 21st. Squirrel number 40 and 2 young squirrels on road verge 25th
September. Very young squirrel from the late brood at Alasdair’s feeder on 27th
September. Young squirrels there from different age groups on 1st October. On 8th
October, 2 very young squirrels were playing in trees behind the Argo shed, and
were probably part of squirrel number 40’s late brood. At least 3 young seen on 3rd
December.
Young were also seen at Leckmelm, showing thst the pair of squirrels there were
also successful at rearing young. During the autumn, wild food was plentiful and it
was difficult to see squirrels because of the foliage in the deciduous trees and in
dense conifer woods. Additionally, feeders in the majority of the release sites had
been removed or contained no peanuts, so, as expected, sightings of the young
mostly came from garden situations where feeders were still in use.

13. POTENTIAL PREDATORS
A careful watch was kept for evidence of pine martens in the release area, but there
were no signs of martens at the feeders during the winter and spring. The first one
was seen by Alasdair feeding at the site 10 nut feeders (King’s wood) on 11th and
12th June, and 6th July. Pine Marten droppings were seen at site 4 on 19 July and at
the Brack Loch on 19th July and 11th August. John and Ann Lycett regularly saw pine
martens and red squirrels at the feeders at Leckmelm. There was no evidence seen
of predation of squirrels by martens. The other potential predators were fox and
common buzzard, but there was no evidence of predation by this species. The
squirrel which crossed overland to Loch Broom could have been at risk from golden
eagle when it was crossing open moorland, but it was fortunate to escape in such a
risky location.

14. MORTALITY
Male squirrel number 22 was found dead in a nest box in the larger cage on 1st
December. There were no obvious signs of injury; it weighed 340 grams on 21st
November and 333 grams when dead. It was post mortemed by Anna Meredith, who
reported that she could find no obvious cause of death. It was in very good body
condition and had been feeding, and there was no evidence of predation. She
thought that stress could have been a major factor and there was no evidence of any
disease process. It tested negative to squirrel pox.
Regarding stress, the problem may have been in placing two squirrels from each
catching site together in the soft release process, assuming that two squirrels from
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one place would know each other. Of course, though, we may have put together two
squirrels who did not like each other and the less dominant was at risk.
The most disappointing cause of death was road casualties on the public roads, and
a total of seven squirrels were killed. The main problems were that the movement of
passing vehicles tends to concentrate beech mast and other seeds along the road
verges, providing a bumper feeding site, and the red squirrels spend so much time
running along the ground, rather than in the trees. Road signs warning of red
squirrels were erected beside the roads on 3rd October, and local people said that
they slowed down at this part of road in order to protect the squirrels. We discussed
rope bridges but thought they could be a road hazard, and may not work in any case
in this locality.
Squirrel No. 43. Male released at site 10 , Mr King’s wood on 20th March 2009, was
found killed on the road near Alasdair’s house on 7th June; a distance from the
release site of at least 3.7 kilometres. Pit tag 80336649 scanned. It weighed 298
grams at capture, and 294 grams when found dead. Put in deep freeze.
Squirrel No. 15 female found freshly dead on road near sawmill on 15th November
2009. Pit tag 2479688 scanned; radio collar 317 intact.
Squirrel No. 40 found freshly dead on the road near Hatchery Gate, Ballanore on 26th
October 2009 (seen alive on road verge on 18th October); pit tag 8032950 scanned;
radio broken by car.
Male found freshly dead on the main road 13th October 2009 by Jock at Ballanore;
368 gms wet weight; no pit tag.
Female found dead on road near Scots pine wood Ballanore 8th November 2009;
female with obvious teats, no tag
Male found dead on road near King’s wood, mid November, no pit tag.
Young squirrel found dead on road near Hatchery Gate on 9th November 2009, badly
mangled, no tag.
Additionally, on 29th August 2009, I checked and scanned a squirrel killed on the
road at Leckmelm, which John Lycett had kept in the deep freezer; very mangled, no
pit tags and thought to be one of this year’s young. There was a further report of a
squirrel killed on the road in this area.

15. MISCELLANEOUS
15.a. Visits
Tamara Lawton (SNH Wester Ross area office) visited on 18th February 2009; Lesley
Cranna (SNH Area Manager) from Golspie and Tamara Lawton visited on 2nd April.
Dundonnell Estate hosted the Highland Red Squirrel Group, including Ian Collier and
Juliet Robinson, Chaiman and Project Officer on 13th June. Ian Jardine (SNH Chief
Executive), Susan Davis (SNH North Regional Director), Lesley Cranna and Tamara
Lawton visited on 18th June.
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15.b. Bird Hide
Visitors to the bird hide at Brack Loch have seen squirrels at the feeders there and in
the trees nearby. Sightings are sometimes recorded in the logbook at the hide

15.c. Local area
Many local people in the Dundonnell area have seen squirrels and commented
favourably on the translocation project. People are now coming specially to try to
observe the squirrels, which is very encouraging.

15.d. Press Reports
The Ross-shire Journal carried a preliminary report on the proposal on 1st June
2007. SNH press office in collaboration with Dundonnell Estate and the project team
put out a press release in February 2009.

16. CONCLUSIONS
44 red squirrels were successfully live trapped and translocated from Moray and
Strathspey to Dundonnell in the winter of 2008/2009. No animals died during these
processes though one squirrel died, apparently of stress, during the soft release
process. 13 squirrels were soft released and 30 squirrels were hard released at a
total of 12 release locations. Squirrels rapidly learnt to use the nut feeders at all the
release sites and supplementary food was provided throughout the winter and into
the spring, ceasing as the squirrels moved more and more to wild food. Four
squirrels were radio tracked and all survived through to at least the end of August,
(two until end October and early November), which is a quite surprising survival rate,
and if applied to the rest of the population, without radios, would indicate
considerable success in the translocation techniques. Breeding activity was proved
from sightings of pregnant and suckling females, and later in the summer from
various sightings of the young squirrels. Traditional census techniques were found to
be very difficult in the woodland terrain experienced in Wester Ross, but a search for
summer dreys in deciduous trees, following leaf fall in late autumn, was very
successful and showed that the squirrels were behaving naturally and building
breeding dreys.
We consider that the Dundonnell project is looking positive and we are, we hope, at
the start of building a viable population squirrels at Dundonnell. The field experience,
we believe, is invaluable and has shown that translocation can be successful in the
areas without grey squirrel competition. This should help with moving towards the
long term vision, which is to re-establish red squirrels in suitable forests and
woodlands to the north and west of the present range, in order to increase the
distribution and overall population of the species, and to create further refuges free
from grey squirrels and associated diseases. Further translocations to suitable areas
of woodland to the north and west of the present range, which previously held
squirrels, should start on a rolling programme as soon as possible. Ideally, such
translocations should be linked to those autumns, with peak numbers of squirrels,
such as occurred in 2008.
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Annex 1
Red Squirrel Project. Note of visit to Anglesey. 15 September
2008. Roy Dennis.
Extremely useful visit to the Anglesey red squirrel project. Craig Shuttleworth,
the project officer, took me round the island and showed me the work in three
particular areas: the original release site in Newburgh Warren, a new area
containing red squirrels, which includes a CCTV link to their web site
www.redsquirrels.org, and a new area which has been chosen for new
releases. It was extremely useful to see practical work on the ground and we
talked through all parts of our project. Craig also did his PhD on red squirrels
in Lancashire. He gave me much advice on techniques.

Trapping: use mink or grey squirrel live traps, which can be purchased from
many outlets. Put the traps in the place where you want to catch red squirrels,
tie up the trap mechanism, bait the inner part of the trap with nuts, and let the
squirrels run in and out for several days. When the trapping date is decided,
set the trap and the squirrel will be caught.
Once trapped, the squirrels can be kept quiet by covering the trap with dark
cloth, in fact the most important thing is to keep the squirrels quiet and avoid
stress, and keep them in temporary transport for as short a time as possible.
Craig very much approved of our idea to move the squirrels to the release
area on the same day as we catch them.
Squirrels can be removed from the trap inside a large dark canvas bag or
sack, and then transferred into an inspection tube, by placing the open end of
the sack round the wire tube.

Inspection

tube. Made

from 1 inch square weld
mesh, shaped as a tube, just
over 2 in. in diameter and 9 in.
long. The front end has a
hinged cap, made from weld
mesh, to release the animal
after inspection. Once the
squirrel
runs
into
the
inspection tube, a pencil or
short stick is placed through
the end of the tube behind the
squirrels back legs to prevent it coming out backwards. The tubes need to be
carefully made and have no sharp edges. Some of the tubes can have one
link cut out in line with the squirrel’s neck so that the radio collar can be fitted
to the squirrel.

Nest boxes. These are approximately 12 inches by 12 inches by 16 inches,
with a 2.5 inch hole in the top corner, made from plywood or similar. The lid is
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firmly fixed but can be undone to check usage. The nest boxes should be
filled loosely with hay, dead grass and
moss, and when being used to
transport and release squirrels should
contain cut up apple, carrot and nuts.
The hole for boxes which are used for
transporting squirrels needs to have a
cover, with two screws, one of which
can be removed to slide the hole open
to allow the animal to come out. Each
box should have fixing hooks or wires
to allow the box to be fitted easily on the inside of the cage or on a tree. It is
recommended that a little moss is poked in the hole to temporarily seal it, and
then when everything is quiet and the new day begins the squirrel can see the
entrance and push the moss aside to get out. Everything should be done to
minimise disturbance and stress, and to allow the animal to act in a natural
way
It is recommended that a good number of nest boxes are dispersed through
the woodlands close to release sites and we need to be thinking of between
50 and 100 boxes.

Feeding boxes. Craig recommends a
straightforward
clear-fronted
box
(perspex), with a front ledge and a lid
which the squirrel lifts up. The inside roof
of the lid can be fitted with double sided
tape which allows a few hairs to be
trapped as proof of use by red squirrels.
As part of the monitoring programme,
these double sided tapes can be
regularly checked and replaced, and a record kept of usage.
One feeding box in their project has a movement-sensitive controlled video
camera which records squirrels and other creatures, such as birds and
possibly mice, using the feeder. The camera sends signals by microwave link
to a broadband connection and so to their web site.

Food. On Anglesey they use a very mixed supply of food which is based on
peanuts, maize and sunflower seed, as well as whole hazel nuts and walnuts.
One interesting comment was that if you only use peanuts, the squirrels are
more likely to forage for wild food during some of the day.

Release cages. On Anglesey the big cages were used for breeding red
squirrels and then the release of the young from the second chamber. These
cages had many nest boxes and feeding sites, but long-term holding in cages
is problematic. Everything can be going very well and then suddenly a
squirrel dies. He recommended that the squirrels, which are being held for soft
release, should not be held too long, possibly only for a few weeks.
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At the second site, the cages were much smaller,
and much of the cage was solid material (strand
board or plywood). Immediately outside the cage,
there should be feeders and nest boxes similar to
those inside the cages, so that the animals
released into the wild can use resources outside
the cage as well as returning to the cage.
Craig also recommended that in our
circumstances, where we were releasing red
squirrels in to
virgin territory with
no
squirrel
competition (and
amazingly for him
no grey squirrels),
the idea of using
temporary cages and moving these simple
cages around the forest and soft releasing in
different localities would be beneficial. We
need to explore this as it sounds very sensible.

Disinfectant.

Craig recommended that
cages and food containers within the cages
should be disinfected with Vercon every three
months, or between different releases.

Pit tags. I explained we wish to use pit tags for monitoring purposes and
that these would be implanted by expert vets skilled in small animals, and zoo
animals. He said this could be carried out in the inspection tubes. He had over
time caught something close to 300 red squirrels and had not had problems. It
needs care and the least amount of handling possible. He was not terribly
enthusiastic about radio collars, but understood that monitoring requirements
by SNH called for the use of a small number of radio collars. These could be
fitted either when the squirrels are being examined by vets or while they are in
the inspection tube.

Advice. Craig offered to give
advice whenever we asked and
would very much like to come to the
site and have a look at what we are
doing and give advice in whatever
way was most useful. He has such
a deep and practical knowledge of
red squirrels that this is an
extremely valuable offer. He will be
a valued associate.
Video camera housing – Craig & local helper David.
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Annex 2.

RED SQUIRREL HEALTH CHECK PROTOCOL FORM

Designed by Anna Meredith

Animal id/microchip
number
Trapping site/grid ref
Date and time of
sampling
Sex
Approximate age
Breeding condition
Body weight (g)
Shin length (mm)
Samples taken
Plain 1ml
EDTA 0.5ml
Heparin 0.5ml
FTA card
Faecal sample
Health check/notes

Male Female
Juvenile/sub-adult/adult
Scrotal testes Abdominal testes



 if possible


Body condition score: emaciated/thin/normal/fat
Eyes:
Ears:
Skin:
External parasites:
Oral cavity/dentition:
Thorax:
Abdomen:
Feet:
External parasites:
Any other abnormalities:
Other comments:

Fluid therapy
Fipronil applied?
Ivermectin given?
(0.04ml/100g of a 1:10
Ivomec)

Scrotal pigment

5 ml Hartmann’s sc 
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Annex 3. Alasdair Macdonald’s Field Notes 2008/2009
Saturday 25th October. The squirrels arrived at Dundonnell in a gale. Roy brought
over six squirrels, each in a nest box, four females and two males. They all went into
the release cages. The weather was not good, being wet and very windy. I cut four
fallen oak trees off the back road.
Sunday 26 October. I checked the squirrels about 11am. On approach to the new
cages I saw two squirrels in one run and none in the other. The moss/grass plugs
had been pushed out of all four boxes. I sat on a log and watched and saw all four
squirrels in the one run. They played about happy looking. One squirrel ran over to a
feeder and started drumming with its front feet. The moss plug was pushed out of
one box in the old cage. No squirrel was out so I went in and checked they were
okay. They were both alive and sheltering in the two boxes. The wind had died down
but we had several showers of hail. The temperature went down to 3° in the evening.
Two feeders had been used by the two released squirrels and I filled them level
Monday 27th October. Checked squirrels at 10am. I saw three playing in the new
cages but I did not go close. Did not see any other squirrels. Weather was cold
showers and the wind was blowing strong.
Tuesday 28th October. Snow lying on the ground but no footprints at either cage.
Only saw two at any time in the new cage. They looked fine, lively and plenty of
marks in the snow inside the cage. Topped up the feeders. No sign of the two in the
old cage, outside old cage I saw sunflower husks on one feeder. Topped up three out
of the four feeders.
Thursday 30th of October. Only saw one in the new cages. Frosty night and
morning - would it be cold enough to hibernate? -3 C during the night
Friday 31st October. Checked the squirrels in morning, only saw two. They looked
quite calm. Frosty morning and sunny day
Saturday 1st November. Checked them in the morning, saw 2 or 3. Did not see any
in old cage.
Sunday 2nd November. Checked them at 4:15pm never saw any. Too late they
were sleeping.
Monday 3rd November. I filled all the feeders. Outside two out of four had been
used. At the old cage both feeders were used. I saw one of the squirrels there. In
new cage only saw two at one time. One jumped from nest box onto the ground.
Not all of the feeders are being used. Two out of four in each side has been used.
Mild, damp, no wind.
Tuesday 4th November. Had short look in the morning. I saw one in the new cage
and one in the old cage. Sunny, damp.
Wednesday 5th November. Sunny dry day. Took more time and saw one in the old
cage. Walked round feeders outside, one in use. Only saw two squirrels in the new
cage. One was in a bunch of twigs and needles - query nesting. I sat down for five
minutes watching it there.
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Thursday 6th November. Mild, calm and dry. Roy came up with 12 more squirrels
in nest boxes. It took over the four hours to put up the nest boxes and feeders. He
checked the radio tags and all were okay.
Friday 7th November. Had looked in the over the fence to checked the feeder leads
were not stuck open.
Sunday 8th November. Walked round and never saw any out in the trees.
Monday 9th November. Used radio tracker and got signals from all four tags.
Feeders well down in the oak release area. One in small cage stayed out to watch
me. Very wet and windy.
Tuesday 11th November. Wet most of the day. Went round all the nest boxes.
Hector saw one 1 squirrel on the ground and it ran away on the ground. All seven
feeder at sawmill site were used. Some were half empty. New cage area we saw
one squirrel inside the cage. Six out of the seven of the outside feeders were used.
In the old cage area never saw any squirrels outside or in cage. Inside feeders were
hardly used. Three out of four feeders outside were used. Up in the oak area at 6
out of 8 feeders were used, two were over halfway down. We heard a fox up there.
We topped up all the feeders. Used three quarters of the black bucket of nuts and
maize to top up all the feeders.
Thursday 13th November. Calm dry day. Put three new feeders on the drive to
Eilean Darach. Topped up all the feeders. Used 3 gallons of food in total. Got a
reading from all four radio tags. Saw two squirrels inside the old cage and one in the
new cage.
Monday 17 November. We saw one squirrel opposite my turkey cage. It came
down through the open field and to the riverbank along the water's edge and worked
down to the top of the Kettle Pool. We lost sight of it. Topped up all the feeders
some needing more than one pint. Feeders inside the new cage were not used
much. We saw one squirrel up a tree at the oak clearing. Got a reading from all for
tags. We were lamping at midnight and that you in so and the two inside the old
cage were very active. We never disturbed them; we could hear them from the gate.
Tuesday 18th November. 1 squirrel was seen in the mansion gardens. I never had
time to go round.
Friday 21st November. Shona saw one squirrel in mansion gardens on bird feeding
trees. I saw scraping below the willow tree at the fish tank over the river I thought it
could be a squirrel. Topped up all feeders, some had perching sunflower seeds and
wet food. I took photos of open feeders. I saw one squirrel up in tree outside. One
radio tag came off one of the squirrels in the old cage. Brian and Aida had two or
three squirrels in their garden at the craft centre. Got a radio reading from three out
of the four squirrels; the aerial plug came loose so radio receiver not working
properly. Nearly all the feeders are being used.
Saturday 22nd November. Roy came over with 14 squirrels in a shower of snow!
We put the ones in the cages out and put four plus two new squirrels in the cages.
We put 3 plus 3 in a new area near the mast - where we got stones out from the
forest, with 7 and 4 feeders. We placed two boxes in the mansion gardens in the
ancient yew tree and a holly tree with one feeder. Got finished at 2.45pm, after a
10.30am start. I showed Roy the scraping on ground (?by squirrels) outside the
hatchery.
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Sunday 23rd November. Checked that all the plugs of moss had been pushed out
and all squirrels had come out. A wet day.
Monday 24th November. Got photo of a squirrel on the feeder in the mansion
gardens.
Tuesday 25th November. Left them in peace. Helen Meek saw two squirrels on the
verge at the Badralloch road end.
Wednesday 26th November. Checked squirrels. In the old cage one squirrel looked
a bit poorly, took photos, not very lively and a wet tail. Telephoned Roy, and I put
the poorly squirrel in the doorway section with one feeder and two nest boxes, and
left the other squirrel in the main compartment. Roy thought they might have been
fighting. Saw one on the feeder outside cage, three out of four feeders are being
used. At the oak clearing, no squirrels seen but all eight feeders were used. At the
field site all 7 feeders used but never saw any squirrels. At new site near mast, all
the feeders at both sites are sites are used but never saw any squirrels. Saw one
squirrel outside the ballroom (photo with a radio tag) - it went into garden and up to
the bird feeders. More photos when its head inside the feeder. Spoke to Helen Meek
and Brian Eadie.
Thursday 27th November. Checked the Eilean Darach feeders, one had been
used, I took one away and left two. Checked the garden feeders and both had been
used and I saw one squirrel in the holly tree. Went up to see Brian and Aida and
gave them two feeders plus one nest box. I put up three feeders in the larches,
between them and the post box. Quite a wet day, snowing at night cold.
Friday 28th November. Never saw any squirrels, looked in garden and the new
cage area.
Saturday 29th November. Dry, frosty and sunny. Brian saw one with a radio collar
on pine tree at Mansion gate. I saw one on the dyke behind new cages.
Sunday 30th November. Wet snow lying - did not visit squirrels.
Monday 1st December. Topped up all feeders, dry and frosty. Also both in garden. 2
out of 4 at old cage, one broken, eight out of 8 in oak clearing, 6 out of 7 in the
sawmill field, 6 out of 7 and 3 out of 4 at mast site had all been used. One dead male
squirrel in the new cage, and the other three boxes were empty, so they had
escaped. Saw both squirrels in the old cage, Telephoned Roy. One out of two in the
larches had been used.
Tuesday 2nd December. Ice everywhere and frosty. Left them alone; Aida saw
them in her garden at feeders.
Wednesday 3rd December. Checked the feeders in Corrie Hallie Park with one out
of two used, both in the garden had been used and the one at the hatchery had been
used.
Friday 5th December. Checked and filled feeders. Saw one squirrel in mansion
garden, all feeders at the mast site used; both squirrels gone out of old cage, after
door opened. All feeders at the oak site used and 5 out 7 used in the sawmill field
site. Telephoned Roy at night.
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Saturday 6th December. Sunny dry cold. Roy came up with a new radio tracker.
Monday 8th December. Cold and wintry. Morgan McLennan from Letters (tel
655200) has one squirrel in her garden and she has photos. Must have walked over
the hills!
Thursday 9th. December. Dry cold and frosty. Morgan came over for three feeders
and two nest boxes and some squirrel food. Filled up all the feeders: Corrie Hallie
Park both broken. New cage 5 out of 7used. Sawmills field 7 out of 7 used; some
took about two points to fill. Oak clearing 8 out 8 used. Two used at old cage. At
the mast site all seven plus four had been used.
Saturday 11th December. Serena saw one squirrel cross the main road at Ballanore
to the pinewood.
Thursday 18th December. Roy arrived. Topped up all feeders and we put double
sided sticky tape inside feeder lids to catch hairs. Roy tracked two squirrels but not
sure about the third. Tracker repaired and left with me.
Tuesday 20th December. Morgan phoned to say that somebody else had seen the
squirrel at Letters.
Wednesday 24th December. Mild, dry. Checked feeders, some were very low,
topped them up, did not see any squirrels.
Sunday 28th December. Frosty through the day. Clear skies and no wind. Tried
the radio tracker for half an hour but never got any signals.
Wednesday 31st December. Clear sunny and frosty. Topped up the feeders. I
collected a few sticky tapes and bagged them. They were lying on the ground.
Thursday 8th January. Milder after three days of frost. Topped up all the feeders,
picked up two tapes at the old cage area. All feeders were not as far down as usual.
I used tracker and got signals for 210 only in main wood.
Friday 9th January. Topped up the garden and Arboretum feeders – all had been
used.
Saturday 10th January. Put two feeders in my garden.
Monday 12th January. Mild and showers. Richard said that John and Ann Lycett at
Leckmelm (Woodside Tel:612462) had a squirrel on their bird table. I phoned them
and it had been in the area since 31st December. They have photos. I gave them
two feeders and food. I told Roy and Steve.
Friday 16th January. Jane saw two squirrels in the garden. We saw one squirrel in
beach tree near wee cemetery. I topped up all feeders, out most were well used.
Saturday 17th January. Jane saw squirrels in the garden. Gales at night, and snow
under 1000 ft.
Sunday 18th January. Roy came over and Jane, Donald, Roy and I had a look
round. Two squirrels at the site behind the mast. Roy got signals from three radio
collars. Snow showers. John at Leckmelm saw the squirrel use the feeder and there
are hairs on the sticky tape.
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Wednesday 21st January. Sunny and cold. I saw one squirrel in my garden. Mhairi
got a photo of it using the feeder.
Thursday 22nd January. Showers and windy. Saw the squirrel using the feeder
again at my house. Topped up feeders and collected tapes. The feeders in the
sawmill field were not far down. Ran out of the light so did not manage to get all the
feeders filled.
Friday 23rd January. Saw two squirrels in my garden this morning. One slightly
bigger than the other and the big one chased the small one away from the feeder.
Saturday 24th January. Went out to the old cage and saw one squirrel with a radio
collar. I never had radio tracker. Saw two in my garden'.
Sunday 25th January. Saw the two in my garden burying nuts. I put out a holly
branch to see if they like the berries. Collected tapes from the oak area. Never saw
any squirrels or got a radio signal. We were there from midday to 1pm to top up
feeders. Primroses are flowering and some were eaten - may be squirrels.
Monday 26th January. Never saw the squirrels in garden this morning. I asked
Richard to look in the mansion garden. Will saw one in the mansion garden.
Tuesday 27th January. 1 squirrel in my garden today. I phoned John Lycett - he is
still seeing one squirrel. He has taken a double sided sticky tape off the feeder.
Wednesday 28th January. Will told me about a squirrel carrying leaves over the
bridge. Never saw in garden today.
Monday 2nd February. Snow everywhere but here. Saw one squirrel in my garden,
pale colour white tip on tail, not a big body. Topped up feeders above the mast, all
the peanuts were taken out. Corn and some sunflower seeds left behind. Never saw
any squirrels there. The fencers had seen them above the cattle grid.
Tuesday 3rd February. Still no snow. Topped up all the feeders. Most only have
corn and sunflower shells in them. All peanuts were taken. I tried the tracker - no
signals and never saw any squirrels. Sawmills feeder not used yet.
Wednesday 4th February. No squirrels in my garden. Collected the hair tape from
John Lycett.
Thursday 5th February. Little snow on the ground. The squirrel was at the feeder
from about 1230am at my house - a lot later than usual.
Friday 6th February. Snowing all day. I went up to the mast site, saw one squirrel
on the ground and up a tree sheltering under its tail. Telephoned Tamara and asked
her over to see the squirrel tracks on the snow, etc but too busy. Tried radio tracker
and got two beeps from 210 in wood. Saw tracks about the fallen oak area.
Saturday 7th February. Two squirrels in my garden. New feeder been used in the
spruce trees at the turkey run.
Sunday 8th February. Frosty. Two squirrels in my garden in the morning.
Monday 9th February. Frosty. Saw one squirrel in my garden in the morning.
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Tuesday 10th February. Snow still here but it rained in the afternoon and then frosty
at night. Saw one squirrel in the garden this morning.
Thursday 12th February. Aida has not seen squirrels at craft shop for weeks.
Topped up all the feeders. I expected them to be used more. I saw one squirrel at
the mast site. I tried the tracker – no signals. The feeder at the turkey wood was well
used.
Friday 13th February. Saw one squirrel in my garden.
Monday 16th February. 1 squirrel in my garden from 8 to 8:30 a.m. Not seen on
Saturday or Sunday.
Tuesday 17th February. One squirrel in my garden at 8am.
Wednesday 18th February. Dry, mild. Roy and Tamara from SNH came today. We
went round all the release sites. I topped up feeders, some were well down. We saw
one squirrel at the mast site. Roy changed over the radio trackers as I could not get
the signals. I put dry flaked maize in the feeders.
Thursday 19th February. 1 squirrel in my garden 7:50am and went away 9:50am.
He sat and ate more often today, usually its away to bury the food. Some of the
maize flakes were eaten. Saw one squirrel in the Arboretum in the afternoon.
Friday 20th February. The squirrel was on bird feeder for over eight minutes eating
nuts, then he went to the squirrel feeder and we could see him eat maize flakes.
Saturday 21st February. Sophie saw the squirrel today in garden.
Monday 23rd February. No squirrels today. I put up a new feeder on the larch to
make sure they can lift the lid. Hatchery feeder well used and topped up.
Tuesday 24th February. 1 squirrel in my garden feeding on the bird feeder.
Hatchery feeder used again so there is a different using both feeders. Topping up
feeders, I saw three squirrels at the top site above the mast. Put up a new feeder at
the power line by the sawmill. The feeders at Geta Ban sites were not well used.
Wednesday 25th February. Never saw any squirrels in the garden today, it was wet
and windy.
Thursday 26th February. One squirrel at bird feeder and a woodcock looking on.
We watched him lift the lid on the new larch feeder with no problem.
Saturday 28th February. Saw one squirrel in the garden and the feeder at the
hatchery well used.
Monday 2nd March. Topped up all the feeders. Mansion garden feeder is not used
much. Hatchery feeder well used. Geta Ban sites not well used. Mast sites were
used. The oak area of feeders getting wet. I changed some them. The small cage
feeders not used much. No radio signals and never saw a squirrel today. I
telephoned Ann Lycett and they still have a squirrel in their garden. Roy phoned this
morning to say to watch for eaten pine cones. I never saw any.
Tuesday 3rd March. Never saw a squirrel. Wet most of the day and snowing.
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Wednesday 4th March. I waited above the mast and I saw three squirrels at one
time between 1030 and 11am.
Thursday 5th March. I tried the radio but no signals, probably not getting it right.
Found eaten larch cones near the small cage.
Monday 9th March. Wet morning after three wet days. Roy over at 3:30pm with four
more squirrels. We put one pair near bird hide at sawmill pond. The other two, both
male, went to the west end of the forest, above the road. Roy got radio signals from
all three squirrels in the main release wood. I had topped up some feeders earlier.
36 squirrels here now.
Tuesday 10th March. Showers but mostly dry. I open the doors on two boxes at the
pond and I saw the two male squirrels in the trees at the boxes were we put them up
yesterday. Topped up other feeders; saw two squirrels above the mast (photos).
The feeders at Geta Ban beech trees were hardly used. The site over the deer fence
was well used. I took the grass out of the new boxes at the Brack Loch. The
squirrels never came out today, Roy was not concerned. I got a radio signal from
number 310, while I was standing at my house.
Wednesday 11th March. I saw one squirrel out at Brack Loch on the feeder. Got
photos.
Friday 13th March. Brian saw one squirrel outside his house at 9am. Got radio
signals from all 3 squirrels; 255 was near the big oaks towards the sawmill I think,
with a slow beep at 10am.
Tuesday 17th March. Nice day. Topped up all the feeders. The four at Brack loch
were all used. The new cage area feeders were used, all others were used as
usual. I saw two squirrels in the Geta Ban area. Got a signal from all three squirrels
in usual wood; 255 was a slow beep.
Wednesday 18th March. Topped up two feeders at Ben nam Ban end of forest, both
well used.
Friday 20th March. Roy came up with eight squirrels. We put three into Ballanore
pinewoods opposite my house. Three into Mr King’s wood into Scots pine and larch.
One male went to the big release cage area, and the last female went to Leckmelm.
Roy arrived about 5.30pm and got to Leckmelm in the dark. One female has the
fourth radio collar (335). Liam Ross helped with carrying tools and boxes.
Saturday 21st March. I opened the holes on the three boxes in Ballanore wood at
6.15am. Got radio signals from all four in the afternoon. Never saw any squirrels
today. One moss plug was opened and I opened the other two in Mr King’s wood.
Phone call from John Lycett - there was a very romantic meeting in their garden.
John opened the box to let the female out just as the male came down the tree. He
has plenty of photos.
Sunday 22nd March. We have a squirrel with the collar (335)
11.15am – we have photos.

in my garden at

Monday 23rd March. Fresh snow. Went round all the new feeders, nearly all used,
and did most of the old feeders. Ben nam Ban feeders were well used.
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Tuesday 24th March. Some wild showers of rain and hail. Topped up the feeders at
the old cage and the oak clearing. All feeders were used. Got radio signals from all
squirrels, three in the main word and one towards my house.
Wednesday 25th March. I saw two squirrels in my garden at 8am; one had a radio
collar (335). They were away at 8.10am. The female with the radio collar was back
twice. The pair was here about 10.30am. John and Ann are seeing 2 squirrels daily
in their garden.
Thursday 26th March. Two squirrels in my garden but neither had radio collar.
Friday 27th March. Topped up new feeders, not all the Brack loch feeders were
used. Sawmill workers are seeing squirrels and feeder up there well used. Ben nam
Ban feeders well used and all of Mr King’s wood feeders were used and all the
Ballanore pinewood feeders were used.
Saturday 28th March. Two squirrels in my garden.
Monday 30th March. Wet morning and then dry and mild. Two squirrels in my
garden, one definitely a male, then a third came - with radio collar. They stayed for
about one hour, coming and going and were back in the afternoon.
Tuesday 31st March. Dry and mild. Three squirrels again this morning in garden
including female with radio collar (335). One came back in the afternoon. They sit at
the feeder for over 10 minutes if the other one does not chase them away.
Wednesday 1st April. Nice day and mild and dry. Only saw one squirrel in the
garden today several times. Topped up the new feeders, most were used. Not much
out of the Brack Loch feeders. All of the feeders in Mr King’s wood had been used
but the Ballanore feeders were little used. The Ben nam Ban feeders were well used
with all the peanuts taken. The old cage and the oak clearing feeders were all used,
and I got signals from all four collars, three in the wood and one near my home.
Thursday 2nd April. Nice day. One squirrel in my garden 9.45 to 10am. Roy arrived
with Tamara and Lesley Cranna from SNH and we went round most of the release
sites. We saw one squirrel at the lower mast site and found eaten Scots pine cones
near the small cage. I topped up the feeders. When we all went back to my house for
tea only saw the female squirrel (335) on the feeder.
Friday 3rd April. Saw one squirrel this morning. Topped up the feeders.
Wednesday 8th April. Saw one squirrel and one woodcock in the garden. Topped up
the feeders in Mr King’s wood and I saw two squirrels there. At midday the female
squirrel 335 was at the feeder for one hour, got two photos, and feeder by the turkey
run has been used.
Thursday 9th April. I phoned John Lycett and they are still seeing two squirrels. We
had two in the garden in the morning and squirrel 335 was here up to 2pm, and
unusually came back later.
Friday 10th April. Only saw the female with a collar in the garden several times up to
2pm, she came back once later. I got signals from all four squirrels today.
Saturday 11th April. Nice day. We saw squirrel 335 in the garden. I topped up the
feeders.
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Sunday 12th April. Nice day. Saw the squirrel 335 in the garden. I topped up the
other feeders and saw one squirrel with a radio collar at the new release cages - the
feeders had been used more than usual today.
Monday 13th April. Two squirrels in my garden today.
Tuesday 14th April. Nice day. No squirrels seen in the garden. I saw one squirrel on
the ground that Mr King’s wood.
Wednesday 15th April. Nice day. No squirrel in the garden again so I walked the
road verges in case of a road kill but found none. I went up to the Ballanore feeders
and saw the female with a radio collar there, all three feeders were used. Topped up
the feeders at Mr King's wood and all three were well used.
Friday 17th April. Nice day. Topped up some of the feeders; those above the mast
had hardly been used, nor were the field and big cage sites. Squirrels must be finding
more food in the wild. Got four radio signals; 210 was doing 25 beeps in 30 seconds,
225 one per second, 316 18 beeps for 30 seconds - all were in the main wood. 335
was beeping at 17 beeps for 30 seconds and was at Ballanore. Telephoned Roy. Mr
King's wood feeders were a bit more used. No squirrels in my garden.
Sunday 19th April. We saw one squirrel in the garden but not at the feeder, and it
was not 335, which I later found in Ballanore wood. It does not look as though she is
suckling yet.
Monday 20th April. Lovely day. Checked some of the feeders and I took three away
from the fallen oak area because they are not being used so much now. Also to 2
away from the old cage area and three away for the new cage area. Topped up
remaining feeders but mostly they were hardly used except for the two at the Ben
nam Ban larch wood, which were empty. I got for signals on the radio, 225 is still
going fast.
Tuesday 21st April. Rain in the morning. You could see the growth today really
fresh. I saw two squirrels in the garden, one had a collar 335, about 3.20pm. They
were on a feeder each only for one or two minutes of the time.
Wednesday 22nd April. Really lovely hot day. No squirrels seen but the feeder at the
turkey pen had been used.
Thursday 23rd April. Saw one squirrel in my garden, without a radio collar.
Friday 24th April. Topped up all the feeders, Mr King’s wood feeders were well used,
all the others were hardly used except for Ballanore wood which had been used. Saw
one squirrel in my garden this afternoon, without a radio collar.
Saturday 25th April. Saw two squirrels in the garden, and one with a collar, even as
late as 2pm.
Monday 27th April. Dry and warm. Saw two squirrels in my garden about 8am, one
with a radio collar I saw one cross the road into the big spruce below my house at
10.30am. One squirrel in garden about lunchtime and then the second arrived, looks
like a pair.
Tuesday 28th April. One squirrel with radio collar in this morning. I saw one in the
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mansion garden and put back the feeder there.
Wednesday 29th April. Dry and warm. The female squirrel 335 came into the feeder
of 1.45pm, she had a good feed that I did not get a view of her belly to check for
suckling signs.
Thursday 30th April. Light rain in the afternoon. One squirrel with collar was at the
feeder in the morning.
Friday 1st May. We saw one squirrel without a collar in the garden about 2pm. I
topped up the feeders at Mr King's wood, all three were near empty.
Saturday 2nd May. Snow on the hills. One squirrel in my garden at 8.30am, no
collar, and female 335 came in at 11.30am and stayed for four or five minutes.
Sunday 3rd May. Showers of rain. One squirrel came in about 4pm.
Monday 4th May. Windy with showers. Two squirrels in garden about 2pm for a good
feed. Topped up the Ballanore feeders which were hardly touched.
Tuesday 5th May. Two squirrels in the garden about 1pm. Telephoned John Lycett he is not seeing both squirrels.
Wednesday 6th May. Wet and windy. Topped up the feeders. To at the end of the
Ben nam Ban larch wood were nearly empty. Brach Loch were hardly touched; at the
mast somewhere not touched and others were hardly used. Did not see any
squirrels.
Thursday 7th May. Windy showers and fresh snow down to 2000 feet. Topped up
the other feeders; Mr King's wood were well used; old cage and fallen oak tree area
is hardly used; new cage hardly used and the field site took just over a handful to fill
up. They are eating little out of the feeders now. No squirrels seen.
Friday 8th May. Showers, sunny and windy. Got radio signals from all four squirrels,
three in the wood area other near my house. 316 had 31 to 32 beeps per 30
seconds, 22 was in my garden at 1215 5 at 14 beeps per 30 seconds, 210 and 29
beeps per 30 seconds and 335 and 17 beeps per 30 seconds. One squirrel without a
radio collar in my garden at 1pm.
Monday 11th May. No squirrels seen at the feeders were used in.
Wednesday 13th May. One squirrel in my garden about 9.30am, not radio collared,
for about 20 minutes.
Thursday 14th May. Nice day. Topped up all the feeders that are now in use. Mr
King's wood three were all used and two were close to empty; other area of feeders
were hardly used so I started to take feeders down. I got a signal from three out of
the four squirrels today.
Saturday 16th May. Used the tracker and found all four squirrels today.
Tuesday 19th May. Nice day. No squirrels seen but my garden feeders and the
turkey run feeder were used.
Wednesday 20th May. Rain showers later on but a nice day. Squirrel 335 was in my
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garden at 12.15pm for 15 minutes and she had an apple core. Topped up Mr King's
wood feeders as all three had been used.
Thursday 21st May. Topped up the two Ben nam Ban feeders, both well used.
Apple core on the garden feeder not touched.
Friday 22nd May. Squirrel 335 was in my garden at 9am for over 10 minutes.
Saturday 23rd May. Showers. Squirrel did not come until 5.15pm, and it was the
male and took away the apple core.
Sunday 24th May. Still showers of rain. Squirrel and woodpecker work at the feeders
in my garden at the same time at 1pm - it was squirrels 335, and the unmarked male
was here at 5pm.
Monday 25th May. Checked feeders and the old and new cages, the oak clearing,
the field and the Brack loch - not all the feeders were used.
Tuesday 26th May. Wet day. Topped up Mr King's feeders which were not as empty
as I expected. No squirrels seen.
Wednesday 27th May. Wet and then dry afternoon. Saw squirrel 335 in the garden
at 8.15am; she was very jumpy and on the ground a lot and spent little time at the
feeders, possibly due to the wet grass and wet trees. I topped up the Ben nam Ban
feeders which were both half empty; topped up feeders at the site behind the mast
where I saw three squirrels at one time and possibly a fourth, took photos; 4.30pm.
Thursday 28th May. Checked feeders at new release cage and the field, saw no
squirrels.
Sunday 31st May. Great weather very sunny. Tracked three signals today.
Monday 1st June. Check the Ballanore wood feeders; two were not touch and the
third only had a small amount eaten.
Thursday 4th June. Two squirrels in my garden at 8am, one stayed eating for 45
minutes. I had a great look - this squirrel has a shiny coat, short hair on top of its
ears, while the other had an untidy rough tail, moulting on the hind legs, thinner body
and long hair on its ears. One came back half an hour later for a few minutes.
Telephoned Roy.
Saturday 6th June. Showers in the morning then dry. The male squirrel was in the
garden eating from midday for 20 minutes. Using the radio tracker I picked up all four
squirrels, three were in the usual wood.
Sunday 7th June. Two squirrels in today, including 355. She looked great, really
deep red shiny coat; the other was scruffy, whether rough tail and moulting about the
haunches; it nearly fell off the feeder twice. Long hair on its ears and not looking as
healthy as the other one. They both left at 11am. Later I found the male, with a good
coat, dead on the road between my garden and Ballanore wood, hit by a car. I took
photos and then put the body in the deep freeze. Telephoned Jane and Roy.
Monday 8th June. One squirrel came into the feeder in my garden at 8.30am and I
saw two obvious nipples (she must be feeding young). She had a nice deep red
shiny coat, a bushy tail kept up over her body when she fed, and short ear tufts. She
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fed for 15 minutes. She came down the tree and buried some food. She looked like
the one that was killed on the road. Topped up the feeders in Mr King's wood which
were nearly empty. I saw one squirrel there at 11.15am. Topped up the Ben nam
Ban, the field and new cage feeders, with very little out of the except the furthest
west ones.
Thursday 11th June. Squirrel 335 came in a small and had a quick feed and went
up my drive and I followed her carefully. She buried food in the ground, beside the
deer fence, past the Argo shed. She was coming back and saw me and ran up the
tree 8.30am. I saw a pine marten at one of Mr King's feeders at 11.30am.
Friday 12th June. The squirrel without a radio collar was at my garden feeder from 8
to 8.35am, and then she went towards the big spruce at the kennel. I saw the pine
marten again eating out of the feeders. I checked and Ballanore wood and turkey
wood for eaten pine cones but found none.
Saturday 13th June. Heavy showers at night and then dry. I got signals from three of
the squirrels. Roy it came out later with the Highland red squirrel group and they saw
four squirrels at the fallen oak release site.
Monday 15th June. All four squirrels were radio tracked today and are alive.
Tuesday 16th June. Checked Mr King’s wood and saw one squirrel at the feeder;
took photographs of in a tree at 1pm; move the feeders so that I can see them from
the lay-by. Jane saw one squirrel in the garden this morning. I have photos of a drey,
hopefully, in a larch tree. And I found one fresh eaten cone.
Wednesday 17th June. Showers (at last).
Topped up all feeders. I only saw one squirrel at Brack Loch with a collar, number
316 (photos). Female at 3pm. Some of the feeders at Geta Ban were well used. Mr
King’s and Ben nam Ban were near empty. Ballanore not really used. Jane saw one
in the Mansion Garden this morning.
Thursday 18th June. Cold and wet most of the day.
One feeder had been used this morning, in my garden, we never (saw?) a squirrel.
SNH and Roy here. I showed Roy two dreys and Roy found one. We saw two
squirrels at fallen oak.
Friday 19th June. Wet.
Two squirrels in my garden in the morning and same at 3pm.
Saturday 20th June. Showers in morning. Dry after that.
Two squirrels in this morning, and one with a collar at 2pm on its own.
Sunday 21st June. Showers.
No news.
Monday 22nd June. Dry. 20 C.
One squirrel with collar came into feeder at 11am. Fed for 15-20 minutes.
Tuesday 23rd and Wednesday 24th June. Good weather, 25 C.
Thursday 25th June. Dry, 25 C. Lots of clegs.
Topped up Mr King’s feeders. All three were low.
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Friday 26th June. Dry, 25 C. Lots of clegs.
One scruffy male in at 0950 – 1010. The feeder at Turkey Run is being used.
Saturday 27th June. Dry, 25 C.
Food gone in my garden feeders – we never saw any squirrels.
Sunday 28th June. Dry, 25 C.
I put half an apple in garden and Turkey Row feeders. They all went. We put some
wild cherries in – I got signals from all four radios, all from my house.
Monday 29th June. 25+ C. Hot and sunny.
I noticed a lot of larch (green) cones lying on the path.
Tuesday 30th June. 25+ C. Hot and sunny.
No sightings.
Wednesday 1st July. Hot, sunny, 25+ C.
Spruce cones fell to the ground past Turkey Pen!
Thursday 2nd July. Thunder storm and rain in afternoon. Clegs are very bad (photo
of storm cloud). I checked Mr King’s. Saw one squirrel, male, I think, pale coloured
(got photos). Topped up Ben nam Ban and Sawmill – all empty (3). Checked mast
site. Found one eaten cone on a feeder. I had to get away from the trees due to
lightning. Feeder at Turkey Run being used – the cherries were gone.
Friday 3rd July, Saturday 4th July, Sunday 5th July. Hot showers, humid.
Monday 6th July. Showers, 20+ C.
Checked feeders. Signs of pine marten at Mr King’s. The two feeders with peanuts
were empty, the sunflowers were over half full. I went back up after lunch and saw a
pine marten run away from the feeder. Got radio 316 at Brack Loch. Got all four
radio signals from the Sawmill. Check Ben nam Ban, Brack Loch, behind mast,
fallen oak, Geta Ban, big release pen and Mr King’s. Spruce cones were falling when
I was in the forest.
Tuesday 7th July. Dull, damp and midgies.
I checked Mr King’s feeders. The two with nuts were over half empty. I looked up
three time through the day. I saw an animal disappear, not sure if it was a pine
marten or squirrel. But I saw one squirrel at 3pm.
Wednesday 8th July and Thursday 9th July. Showers.
I was looking at Mr King’s feeders three or four times a day. Never saw a squirrel.
Friday 10th July.
The squirrel with the collar was in my garden this morning at 9am. Checked Mr
King’s four times, no sightings.
Sunday 12th July. Showers.
Checked Mr King’s twice, no sightings.
Monday 13th July. Wet in evening.
We saw one squirrel in my garden at 8am. It never came to the feeder.
Tuesday 14th July. Light showers in the morning.
One squirrel with a collar in at 9am.
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Wednesday 15th July. One heavy plump rain in evening.
Squirrel with collar in my garden at 9am. She had a good feed. We put some wild
cherries that had fallen into the two feeders.
Thursday 16th July.
The squirrel with a collar came in at 8am and again at 0915. She had a good feed at
8am and a quick visit at 0915.
Friday 17th July. Showers through the night. 20+ C.
Checked and topped up some feeders. Mr King’s: two were empty, one with
sunflower seeds half empty. Ben nam Ban: both empty. I saw a small squirrel there,
possibly a young one (got photos). Sawmill field: partially used. Above mast: saw
one. All used a bit. Big release pen: both half – three quarters used.
Saturday 18th July. Wet day.
One squirrel with collar in my garden. Checked Mr King’s – no sign.
Sunday 19th July. Showers.
Squirrel with collar in at 1pm. Got all four radio signals.
Topped up Fallen Oak site. Saw pine marten droppings. Topped up top site above
mast. Saw pine marten droppings. Topped up Brack Loch, one feeder empty
(birds). Saw pine marten droppings. Checked Mr King’s: I saw two squirrels on a
feeder and playing. Topped up Mansion Garden: both feeders low. I picked apples
and pears and put them into other feeders. Topped up hatchery feeder – low.
Checked Ballanore Wood: all three feeders hardly touched. I found an eaten cone at
top site about mast. I noticed various fungi in the woods. Roy phoned at night for an
update.
Monday 20th July. Away on holiday.
Thursday 30th July. Home.
Friday 31st July. Dry.
The squirrel with a collar came to my garden feeder at 2pm for thirty minutes. Looked
up at Mr King’s: no sign. Got all four signals on tracker.
Saturday 1st August and Sunday 2nd August. Mild, wet Saturday night.
Monday 3rd August. Dry.
Checked all feeders. Quite a few were empty. I saw one squirrel (with collar) on the
road at track up to new pheasant pen with a mouthful of wood matter. Saw one male
at wee release pen. Scabby balding tail on him.
Tuesday 4th August and Wednesday 5th August. Dry. Doing other jobs.
Thursday 6th August. I looked at the site above the mast. Saw two squirrels at
5.30pm.
Friday 7th August, Saturday 8th August and Sunday 9th August. Mild, dry.
Monday 10th August. Drizzle.
Tuesday 11th August. Drizzly showers.
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Topped up feeders with apples and pears from Mansion Garden. I saw fungi with
rodent teeth marks at Ben nam Ban site. At Brack Loch I saw pine marten dropping
with blueberries and single blueberry droppings, possibly birds or squirrel. Got all
four radio signals. Phoned Roy to report. He saw the first young squirrel in his
garden today.
Wednesday 12th August. Light showers, mild.
One squirrel with collar was in my garden at the feeder.
Thursday 13th August
No report
Friday 14th August. Rained all day.
The apples at Mr King’s have been taken away. Eaten by squirrels.
Saturday 15th August. Showers
Mhairi saw the squirrel with a collar in our garden.
Sunday 16th August
No news. News flash – squirrel with collar here at 1840 for ten minutes.
Monday 17th August
I saw a young squirrel in the ash and alders at the bottom of Kettle Pool at 0945. The
wee birds were jumping about behind the squirrel. The squirrel with a collar was at
both feeders at 3pm for over fifteen minutes. She was back at 6.45pm at both
feeders.
Tuesday 18th August
The squirrel with the collar was in our garden for over fifteen minutes at about 2pm.
Wednesday 19th August
The squirrel with collar was in at 1.30pm.
Thursday 20th August. Wet morning, showers later.
No sighting. The feeder past Turkey Run has been used for the last few days.
Friday 21st August
A male squirrel was at my garden feeder from 0850 – 0900. No collar. I phoned Roy
to report. I gathered pears and put them up to Mr King’s (feeders empty), Ben nam
Ban (feeders empty), behind the mast (feeders used near empty at top site). I saw
one squirrel at bottom feeders. I found a drey at bottom feeders. I could see through
the trees when they sway in the wind. The squirrel with a collar was at the feeder in
my garden when I got home at 6pm.
Saturday 22nd August. Nice day.
Squirrel with collar in my garden at 9am. Squirrel with no collar in my garden at 6pm
and 7pm. I put three pears in feeder past turkey pen. One was taken out today. Got
all four signals on radio tracker.
Sunday 23rd August. Nice day. Showers later.
The squirrel with a collar was in my garden at about 5pm.
Monday 24th August. Nice day.
The squirrel with a collar was in my garden at 7pm.
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Tuesday 25th August
As yesterday.
Wednesday 26th August
No sighting
Thursday 27th August
No sighting. I put plums into my garden feeders.
Friday 28th August. Wet last night. A wet day and night.
The squirrel with a collar came in to feeder at a quarter to seven in the evening. She
was looking a bit damp!
Saturday 29th August. Windy with showers.
Roy up for a survey of wild food. We had a look around. Saw one squirrel above the
mast. Got three out of four with the radio tracker. Saw one sea eagle.
Sunday 30th August
I put two pears and one apple in my garden feeders. Squirrel with collar in at 6.30pm
for a wee feed. Young male in at feeder at 10.25am eating two hazelnuts.
Monday 31st August
I put pears and apples in to Mr King’s feeders. No sightings.
Tuesday 1st September
I checked Mr King’s. The fruit was all gone. I put some hazelnuts in feeders, went up
at 5.30pm and no sightings. The squirrel with a collar came in to my garden feeder at
6.50pm. She looked very pregnant and we could see a nipple on her. Phoned Roy to
report.
Wednesday 2nd September. Dry. A wee shower at 4pm.
The squirrel with a collar was in my garden at 6.40pm. I could see two pink nipples
through the white hair. Not suckling yet. She was eating hazelnuts. Here for the
usual two minutes.
Thursday 3rd September
7.30am: squirrel with collar in for seconds, then away. Then I saw her chasing a
smaller squirrel. Then she came back to the feeder for a hazelnut. Possibly a young
one. Definitely a young one: it came back down the tree and on to the feeder. It was
unsure, as if it was the first time. It opened the lid and got a hazelnut. It was very
nervous. We also saw it run on the grass towards the river. The collared one has
several visits to the feeder in the morning. Not her usual!
Friday 4th September. Showers, river in spate.
No sightings. Not home in time to see if she came in at a quarter to seven.
Saturday 5th September. Rain.
Two squirrels in my garden at 8am. The one with the collar was chasing the young
one away from the feeder. We saw them several times. Squirrel with collar was in
again at 6.30pm a couple of times. Possibly given birth today.
Sunday 6th September
The squirrel with the collar was in my garden at 7pm for a few nuts. Jock saw two
bare nipples on her as if she is suckling young!
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Monday 7th September
Squirrel with collar was in our garden in the morning. Nipples looked bare. I saw one
squirrel over near the gate into the hatchery. Not home in time for evening visit.
Tuesday 8th September. Very windy, wet at night.
Squirrel with collar in during the morning. We could still see the nipples, definitely
feeding young.
Wednesday 9th September. Mostly dry, 21C in the morning.
Squirrel with collar in at the feeder in the morning, then possibly two different young
squirrels at feeder after 0845 – 9am. 1 opened feeder and 1 struggled.
Thursday 10th September. Dry and warm.
Two squirrels were in during the morning, once with a collar, 7.30am. 1 would feed
then move away and the other got a feed. The female with a collar was back after
7pm, I could clearly see three nipples on each side. Definitely in milk. Checked Mr
King’s, no sighting.
Friday 11th September. Mild.
One squirrel ran up the tree from the feeder at 6.55am. Squirrel with collar was here
in the afternoon and at 6.30pm.
Saturday 12th September. Mild, dry.
Squirrel in my garden in afternoon. One was seen crossing the road towards my
garden at 6.30pm.
Sunday 13th September
Got three radio signals at 11am. Young squirrel in at feeder at 3pm. Squirrel in about
6pm.
Monday 14th September. Lovely sunny day, 25C.
Out all day, no sightings.
Tuesday 15th September. Dull, cloudy, damp air.
Mhairi saw one young squirrel about 4pm at the feeder.
Wednesday 16th September – Saturday 19th September. Dry, mild.
No sightings – feeder still being used.
Sunday 20th September
Tried radio tracker from several locations. I could only get 258 and 335. Topped up
Mr King’s and my garden feeders with sunflower seeds and peanuts. Mhairi heard
Aida had a young squirrel in her garden.
Mhairi has been asking SNH if they could organise road warning signs.
Monday 21st September
One young squirrel at feeder at 9.30am.
I saw one young squirrel run across the road from the triangle of trees to the
arboretum between the bridge and post box at 9.45am.
Tuesday 22nd September. Very windy with showers.
I showed Mr King the feeders in his wood and there was a squirrel feeding. He was
delighted. 1045am. Mhairi got photos of a young squirrel burying food from the
feeder in our garden. 1250pm – 1.30pm.
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Wednesday 23rd September. Windy with showers.
6.30pm: squirrel with collar was in at the feeder.
Thursday 24th September. Windy.
Squirrel with collar was in at feeder.
Friday 25th September. Nice day.
I spoke to Aida at craft shop. She has seen a squirrel in her garden for the past three
days. She has put up two feeders. I ordered two road signs for squirrel crossing.
Mhairi saw three squirrels on the verge, mother with collar with baby and another,
from previous brood possibly.
Saturday 26th September
One squirrel (no collar) in at feeder 2.40pm. Sophie and I picked brambles for the two
feeders in my garden.
Sunday 27th September
I saw one very small squirrel on the larch feeder: it got its head stuck under the lid.
Mother was at the feeder at the same time (got a photo) then Junior went to the
plywood feeder and lifted that lid and ate peanuts (got photo). 11am.
Monday 28th September. Misty, wet
No sightings.
Tuesday 29th September. Nicer day
No sightings.
Wednesday 30th September
Mhairi saw one young squirrel in the garden.
Thursday 1st October
Two young squirrels, one on each feeder, not from the same brood, at 0845 for ten
minutes. The smallest one can work the larch feeder.
Friday 2nd October. Wet and very windy.
Mhairi was watching a young squirrel playing in the trees.
Saturday 3rd October. Wet and gales.
I made up the road signs and put them up. I saw one squirrel at Mr King’s feeder at
11am.
Sunday 4th October. First snow on mountain.
Young squirrel in my garden, several times.
Monday 5th October. OK weather, wind picked up late afternoon. Rain in night.
Young squirrel in my garden several times.
Tuesday 6th October and Wednesday 7th October. Showers, snow on tops.
Mhairi saw young squirrel several times.
Thursday 8th October. Nice day, sunny, cold night.
Mhairi saw two young squirrels play in the trees behind Argo shed – possibly a new
brood, very small animals.
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Friday 9th October
James Ardessie, school bus driver, saw two squirrels on the road between the signs.
Mhairi saw squirrels again.
Saturday 10th October
We saw squirrels at the feeder.
Sunday 11th October
Jock and I saw two squirrels chasing each other round and round, up a tree, and
then on to another tree at the larch triangle at the post box. We saw a young one at
the feeder. Got two radio signals.
Monday 12th October. Flat calm, dry, cloudy.
Mhairi saw a squirrel most of the day at our garden feeder.
Tuesday 13th October. Dull and damp after midday.
Squirrels here most of the day. Jock found one male dead on the main road, twenty
yards east of the east gate into our house. 368 g, 13.3 oz (wet weight).
Wednesday 14th October. Mild and calm.
No sightings today.
Thursday 15th October. Mostly dry, wet in evening.
No sightings today. Not at home much.
Friday 16th October
No sightings today. Not at home much.
Saturday 17th October
One squirrel in at 1645 (young). One ran across the road from ED pinewood to above
sloping rockpool at 1705.
Sunday 18th October
I saw a squirrel with a collar on the verge near hatchery gate. It ran towards the
river.
Monday 19th October. Cold wind.
Brian is seeing squirrels at Eilean Darach.
Tuesday 20th October
I saw one squirrel run across the back road. It stayed on the ground and ran away.
Wednesday 21st October
I saw one squirrel on the verge opposite garden pool. 1030am.
Thursday 22nd October - Sunday 25th October. Away for a break.
Monday 26th October. Nice day.
I found a squirrel with a collar dead on the road between the signs. Jane picked one
up at the weekend. Both in the freezer (Collared one 356 g)
Tuesday 27th October – Thursday 29th October.
No sightings.
Friday 30th October
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We saw two squirrels about the hatchery gate about 9.30am.
Saturday 31st October – Monday 2nd November
No sightings.
Tuesday 3rd November. Wet all day.
I put apples up to Mr King’s feeders. Walked through the big trees at Geta Ban. We
saw one squirrel in my garden about 2pm, burying nuts.
Thursday 5th November
Checked up at Mr King’s wood. Never saw a squirrel. Found one drey above mast.
Saturday 7th November
Bonfire Night. Several people have commented on the road signs and that they have
seen squirrels crossing, and they slow down.
Monday 9th November
I picked up one dead squirrel on the road, near hatchery road sign. Very badly
damaged.
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Annex 4.

Roy Dennis’s Field Notes 2008 - 2009

2008
28th September. Checking sites at Dundonnell with Jane, Steve and Alasdair.
Checked seed abundance (1-5 per David Jardine – with 5 being most)
Scots pine 2-3; larch 3-4, lodgepole 1-2, beech mast blind; oak good acorns; sweet
chestnut good supply of small nuts.
21st October. Visit with Alasdair: small pen – put in feeders and three nest boxes;
two ‘rescued squirrels’ released. Checking for release sites in main wood.
To big cage – now divided in two; put in 6 nest boxes and 6 feeders, plus much more
material – tree branches etc. Checked other sites above fields and to west.
To Ullapool to see Tamara Lawton – she raised press release etc.
22nd October. Afternoon making up the nut feeders for the red squirrels
Trapping sites: Dunphail Sites: 1 - up by Gate lodge; 2 – bad corner; 3 – by castle
walk; 4 – by chanterelles; 5 – osprey view wood; 6 – above farm buildings. 11
Feeders put out on 22nd October
23rd October. Tim Mackrill and I worked on nest box production and went very well–
4 feeders to gate house – all used. 1 squirrel site 2
24th October – 1 squirrel site 1; 4 at site 3 at 5.30pm; 1 at site 4.
One squirrel trapped at site 2 late noon. More nest box building.
Decided not to do any trapping at the Glebe because Tony is not keen.
25th October. Set the traps in early morning and then heard from Alan - 4 squirrels
caught at Boat of Garten; one at site 2.
Late afternoon – to Dundonnell with 6 squirrels in nest boxes (hay, sweet cut up
apple and nuts in each box) – very rough weather – storm force in west.
1st November. To Carrbridge with squirrel traps for Frank. Filled up the squirrel
feeders for tomorrow.
2nd November. Building more boxes and went round and filled up the feeders. At
4pm saw two squirrels at site five feeders.
3rd November. Busy. Site 3 put two traps for squirrels there and moved feeders to fit
the traps. Site 4 no signs but filled up the feeders. Site 5 two squirrels feeding at the
feeders, put out two traps and lowered the feeders. Site 6 there they had eaten
peanuts but left the maize; put up a trap and peanuts. Site 7 nothing has been there.
Site 1 very little sign of eating. Site 8 fitted one trap and at least one squirrel there.
Drove to give traps to Stephen Corcoran (Grantown) and Bill Cuthbert (Cromdale).
5th November. Sorting out boxes and putting in nuts, carrot and apple. Set traps at
7.30am and also put a trap at site 4. At 9.30am I found one squirrel in trap 8. At
10am caught two squirrels at site 3 and two more there in the trees. One squirrel at
site 4 but not in trap. In the end caught two squirrels at site 3, two site 5, one at site 6
near smiddys and one at south gate. Set off for Grantown at 10 am and got to the
vets at 10:30 am. Jane ready and one squirrel already there from Bill Cuthbert.
Sorted out the workspace etc in the vets. Frank Law arrived with two squirrels from
his office but less luck at Carrbridge. At Landmark there were just too many small
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birds which kept setting off the traps but Bruce Murray had caught one, so I drove
over there and collected it at Braeval. Also collected a big bag of fallen apples. Anna
Meredith had arrived from Edinburgh and Stephen came in with the 12th squirrel.
Started on processing and everything went very well. A large male got stuck in the
metal tube when it was sedated, so we ran the rest into the plastic tube which worked
great. Carried on throughout the day, Moira came down with extra nest boxes and
sandwiches. Finished about 2:30 pm and Anna set off to Edinburgh. We had tea and
then I drove home. Put all the boxes carefully in our shed and opened each lid with a
small stick to give them more air. Emptied the car and got ready for tomorrow.
6th November. Up early and sorted out the squirrels in the shed and got the kit
ready for the trip west. Bill Cuthbert arrived at 8:30 am and we set off to the west,
carrying aluminium ladder. Reached Dundonnell at 11am and met Alasdair and Jane.
Sorted out the nest boxes at Geta Ban near the new cages. Put two nest boxes and
squirrels in big trees outside the big cage, both checked with top grid and all
excellent, also seven feeders. Did not see squirrels already in new cages but they
have been feeding from feeders. Then went up into the field to the lower edge of the
wood and found a good place with Scots pine, with good number of cones, and a mix
of conifers - Sitka spruce, larch and lodgepole pine. Climbed the deer fence and put
up four nest boxes with squirrels and seven feeders. We next went to the small cage.
The released squirrels have been feeding outside the pen in the feeders, so we
caught the two squirrels inside the cage in one nest box and erected this outside the
cage. Put the two with radio collars in the cage, numbers 210 and 335. Walked up
through the wood to the oak clearing beside the larch wood - Norway spruce, larch,
oak, birch, alder, and Sycamore. Where we put up the last four nest boxes with
squirrels and eight feeders, including two with radio collars, numbers 316 and 255.
So down to the house for tea and then drove home by 6pm.
8th November. I drove to a wood at Glenferness, belonging to the Forestry
Commission which is due for felling. I put up 3 feeders at the road intersection, two in
larches on the right side and the other to the left. GPS 57 29.261N, 3 41.371W.
Altitude 290 metres. I walked up through the wood and carried out a transect in the
area due to be felled; one old drey but I found no signs of squirrels and failed to see
one. Sorted out all the squirrel materials in the afternoon and in the evening I topped
up various feeders.
12th November. Checked and filled up the squirrel feeders I had put up at Logie
house. One squirrel at the feeder by the house at 12.20pm, and Alasdair had seen
three or four regularly there. My feeder was empty so added an extra one. At the
corner site (2), there was a squirrel eating nuts on a feeder, and another ran up from
the oak trees to the feeders. Very little left so filled up both feeders with peanuts. At
the third site, in the younger trees, both feeders were empty, so filled them up. Next
to the viaduct site, some feeding had taken place so topped them up.
18th November. Put up new feeder in my garden; 3 squirrels in garden, one big. To
Logie to fill feeders- all empty, also at viaduct feeders.
19th November. Went to Logie to fit squirrel traps beside the feeders, all empty again
so filled them up with peanuts. To viaduct feeder, but little used, so just put up one
trap.
20th November. Three squirrels again in garden. Filled the feeders at Logie; saw one
squirrel on drive, three by house, two at Scots pine feeders and two at the third
feeders; then another squirrel on the drive. Went to the viaduct but no sign of
squirrels, put an extra trap on the ground.
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21st November. Snowy overnight and cold, but no snow at Logie. Up early and set
traps at first light 8am; then on down to Logie and set all of traps, and immediately
caught one in trap by the house. Went up to the viaduct and set traps there. Back for
breakfast and then round all the traps with Moira; caught four squirrels at Logie but
none at the viaduct. Set off for Grantown, and got to the vets just before 11am; Anna
delayed on the journey up from Edinburgh, so waited for her. Started to process the
squirrels with Jane, Gaby and Anna. All were again in excellent condition. Moira
arrived with sixth squirrel from Logie and then went to Landmark Carrbridge for
squirrel they had caught. We got on very well with the work; there were more males
than females, which made up for last time. Bill Cuthbert arrived with two more
squirrels from Cromdale, to add to which he had brought in earlier. Moira caught one
squirrel at our garden, out of three which were present. Completed all 14 squirrels by
3pm, and all the squirrels in their nest boxes, with nuts and apples, were placed in
my shed for an early start tomorrow.
22nd November. Fresh snow again and northwest wind. Up early and getting ready;
fed all the boxes with an extra handful of peanuts. All the squirrels looking alert and
well, some hiding under the hay. Moira and I loaded the vehicle, and away at 8.30am
and met Alasdair at Dundonnell at 10.20am. First went to the new cages and sorted
out the individually marked boxes. Took out the last nest box containing a squirrel;
three had already dispersed. Placed two squirrels in nest boxes in each section of
new cage. Next went to the small cage. Caught in their nest boxes and moved them
onto trees outside the cage. One had lost its radio, the other 210 was working fine,
as were the other two radio collars which were up in the wood near the release site.
Placed two squirrels from Middle Lodge in the small cage, for soft release later. And
then drove west to the road clearing, above the phone mast, where we erected three
nest boxes with squirrels in the lower section of the wood among Sitka spruce and
larch, and seven feeders; the other three were fitted on Scots pine trees further up
into the wood along with four feeders. The Scots pine had a good supply of cones,
and the larch also had a good supply of cones, but the Sitka spruce had very few
cones this year. We then went to the mansion garden where we put up one nest box
with a squirrel in the ancient yew tree, and the other in a big holly. Many coal tits, etc
at the birdfeeders in the garden and a squirrel has been seen twice recently.
Something to eat at Alasdair’s and then set off home.
24th November. Three squirrels at feeders in my garden. Removed the six feeders
from the Logie catching area.
6th December. Sunny day but cold. At Dundonnell from 11am. Tried a radio tracker
at Dundonnell house but no signals. Squirrel feeder in holly tree well used, and also
the one by the birdfeeders. Went to the old cage where saw nothing but two of the
feeders had been used and the birds had been in one where the lid was stuck open.
Up to the oak clearing, where four feeders were used and saw one squirrel running in
the Scots pine trees, near the old cage, on my way down; it looked very fit. Went to
house to get the battery charged, and later went to the new cages and walked to the
feeders. Radio tracked squirrel 317 was near Geta Ban, and squirrel 256 was up in
the main wood and when listened for again up near the mast it was bleeping fast
which suggested it was inside a drey. These radios bleeped fast when they get
warm; e.g. when the squirrel is rolled up and sleeping in a drey. One feeder at the top
of the wood above the mast had been well emptied, and three of the feeders similarly
at the bottom of the wood near the road.
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10th December. Removed the feeders in the Glenferness wood - and though they
were not used during the week after I put them there, one was now empty but the
other two had hardly lost any nuts. Clearly a very low squirrel population in that area.
18th December. Rainy changeable day. To Dundonnell and round the feeders with
Alasdair. Tried the radio from the garden where both feeders used, but no signals.
And then to the old cage and squirrel 317 was at the top of the wood where it was
released. The feeders all well used, put sticky tapes under the lids of the feeders to
collect hair. At 11am, getting strong beeps from 317 in the oak clearing, from high up
in the tall spruces where it is impossible to see a drey. We next went to the new
cages and beech wood; I moved four of the nest boxes from inside the cages. None
of the feeders outside the cages had been used; it is a bit of a cold draughty wood in
winter. Went up to the top field where all of the feeders had been used and we
topped them up. From there, I could also get signals from 256 in the main wood
above the old cage; it was a fast beep so would have been in a drey; while squirrel
210 was in the same wood, bleeping at normal speed. Then to the release site above
the mast; all the feeders filled up with food, some nearly empty after a week. I carried
out a transect through the Scots pine wood, along the contour, then up and back
several hundred metres higher to the burn and back down to the top feeders. No
squirrels seen and no eaten cones. Checked the boxes on the Eilean Darach drive,
neither used.
December: 2 to 3 squirrels at feeders in my garden most days throughout month;
and squirrels frequently seen in woods, along drive and at other gardens. Numbers
very high in Moray.
2009
18th January. Cold, clear and frosty. To Dundonnell by 11.30am and met Jane and
Donald, and then Alasdair. Squirrels have been in the garden regularly. To the new
cages where feeders had been used. Tried radio tracking but no signals. Went next
to the far end by the mast, where Jane saw a squirrel running through the larch
wood, and then I saw another in a tree. After lunch went back out, with Moira driving
and me radio tracking. From the road near the mast I got all three radios; squirrel 255
was near the big cage area with a slow beep; 318 was in the main wood, and 210
(209 with the cold) appeared to come from the mansion garden area or big trees
along the roadside. On the way back down from the top larch wood, stopped in big
lay-by and picked up all three radios; 255 (258) and 318 were in the main wood, and
209 further to the south. Later called at John and Ann Lycett’s house at Leckmelm,
and was showed their garden where they had seen a squirrel.
January. Three squirrels at our feeders on most days, near enough always in the
early morning, and four on some days; e.g. 22nd and 30th.
5th February. 18 inches of level snow overnight; and still the squirrels came into the
feeders. Over the next week the snow reached 2 feet and the temperatures were
dropping to -10° C yet the squirrels still came in; four were at the feeders on 8th
February.
18th February. To Dundonnell; set off after 9am and collected Tamara Lawton (SNH
Ullapool) at Braemore Junction so that she could see the squirrel project. Met
Alasdair and we then went around the various release sites. With the radio tracker I
located all three squirrels in the same wood above the old cage. 12.10am 209 and
255 both wood behind old cage; 12.30am from the oak clearing, 209 was back down
in the wood towards the old cage, 318 was to the south west in the wood, and there
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was no signal from 255. Back at the car on the road at 1pm; 318 was in the middle of
the wood, 209 was above the old cage and 255 gave very weak signals up in the
wood. Continued round the different sites and found that food had been taken at all
sites, and Alasdair topped up the feeders. Very good views of a large healthy
squirrel in a Sitka spruce tree near the bottom release site above the mast. Back to
Alasdair’s and then departed.
1st March. Still four squirrels regularly coming to the feeders in my garden.
8th March. Set out squirrel traps, deactivated, for tomorrow.
9th March. Up early and set the traps at garden and Dunphail drive. Caught two
squirrels at garden and then two more in other traps. This was a trial to check if we
could catch at this season, so no vet work on these four. Sexed, weighed and
measured squirrels and placed in nest boxes with hay, apples and nuts. At 1pm,
drove across to Dundonnell with the four squirrels; met Jane and Donald at the
house and then with Alasdair, we all went to the bird hide and put two nest boxes
with squirrels plus feeders in the Sitka spruce trees. There was also a good amount
of cones in the Scots pine trees near the hide. Then next went to the top western
end of the larch wood and put the other two male squirrels in their nest boxes, plus 2
feeders, at the end of the wood above the road. Lots of cones in the larch trees and
lower down the larch was coming in to leaf and flowering. From the corner of the road
I could track all three radio collars; all seem to be in the main wood where we
released them. From lower down along the road 316 seemed to be a bit further west
above the new cages. Back to the house and then off home.
10th March. An increase again with three squirrels that the feeders in my garden
despite trapping two yesterday. There are clearly more that visit than counted at
anyone time.
20th March. Lovely sunny day, frosty overnight. Up early and activated the traps in
the local area, including five traps at Logie; and two traps up above the viaduct and
the East Lodge. Caught two pairs of squirrels at Dunphail and Edinkillie, and one at
Logie in the Scots pines. Removed all the traps. Then after breakfast went to Boat of
Garten to find that Alan and Heather had caught two squirrels in the wood and one in
the village. So off to the vets in Grantown where Jane and Gaby ready to start. We
did the regular processing of all the squirrels, five were males and one of the females
was pregnant and it was just possible to feel the tiny embryos. The males also now in
obvious breeding condition. (I made the decision that I would not trap any more
squirrels for translocation now that they have started breeding). Fitted the remaining
radio collar to one of females. After lunch we drove to Dundonnell and met up at
Alasdair's. Alasdair, Liam and I put three nest boxes with squirrels in the Ballanore
pinewood opposite his house along with some feeders; we put three more squirrels in
nest boxes, with feeders, in the Scots pines in Mr King’s wood. Finally after tea at the
house Moira and I drove to Leckmelm, and with John Lycett put the final female
squirrel in a nest box beside where his male squirrel has been feeding everyday in
his garden. I fitted a long string so that he could pull off the door of the nest box and
allow the squirrel out the following day when the male squirrel arrived to feed.
So home by 10pm after a long successful day.
21st March. Very good news from John Lycett that the squirrels had met up safely
and all was well.
2nd April. Beautiful sunny day. To Dundonnell, collected Tamara Lawton and Lesley
Cranna for SNH visit to the squirrel project. Met Alasdair at Mr King’s wood and
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walked up there to show Lesley how the project releases have taken place. No
squirrels seen but they have been feeding from the feeders. Next to the old cage
area and using the radio tracker, found all three squirrels in the wood there, except
for 335 which is usually at Ballanore, and all beeping at normal speed. Checked out
both sites, which Alasdair had fed yesterday. Then to the new cages and on up to the
area near the mast, where we saw one squirrel very well in a Sitka spruce. Finally on
up to the top of the road to look at the western site, and discuss how the project has
gone. Much discussion about monitoring and about the difficulty of copying the
transects they carry out in England. The terrain here makes the finding of eaten
cones very difficult, and the dense canopy of Sitka spruce and Douglas fir makes it
extremely difficult to locate dreys. Then back down to the bird hide; a visitor had
written in the book that they had seen a squirrel. Back to Alasdair's house and the
female with the radio collar 335 came into the garden to the feeder and gave great
views. To me it looked pregnant and in excellent condition. Very useful visit by SNH.
18th May. Reached Mr King’s wood at 10am and after checking the feeders, which
were half empty, with a lot of sunflower husks on the ground, I carried out a survey
transect of the wood a square of 600 metres (start point 57 48.111N, 5 09.197W,
altitude in 195 metres). I found no signs of eaten cones or any dreys. The larch trees
carry lots of new juvenile cones, as well as good numbers of old cones; lots of
flowers on the Scots pine, so should be a good year for cones, but rather little flower
on the lodgepole pine. Recorded great tit, chaffinch and wren, with buzzard further up
the valley. Then moved to the Ballanore pinewood and carried out a 900 metre
transect through the old woodland (start point 57 49.559N, 5 11.123W, altitude 36
metres). Found one freshly eaten Scots pine cone, but very difficult to find cones on
the ground because of the heather. Lots of Scots pine flowers; no dreys found nor
any squirrels seen. Checked the nest boxes but none had been recently used.
Round to the house to see Jane and Steve, the redwing in song, and then out to the
old cage wood; checked four nest boxes by the cage and four in the oak clearing,
none used for breeding, one had the hay bedding recently moved. Carried out
triangular transect through this wood of 800 metres (start point 57 49.724N, 5
10.541W, altitude 89 metres. Found no eaten cones or any dreys, but this wood
contains many dense spruce trees ideal for squirrel dreys and also ancient deciduous
trees with plentiful holes. Then drove up on the high road and from there with the
radio tracker picked up 316, 256 and 210, all in the main wood. Then to the mast
sites; and looked in three boxes in each release site but there was no sign of recent
use. Carried out a 200 metre transect but no dreys or eaten cones found; again a
place with many dense spruce trees ideal for building dreys and a difficult forest floor
for searching for cones. Back to the house for lunch.
In the afternoon, went to the release site above the field, checked four of the nest
boxes and no recent use; some of the feeders had been recently used but not a great
deal taken. Did 100 metre walk through this wood but very difficult to access; saw no
dreys or eaten cones. Then down to the new cages, which looked more attractive for
squirrels now that all the deciduous trees were in leaf. With the radio tracker I picked
up 210 (now 212) and 255 further back. Tracked 212 to a very tall beech tree just
east of the nest boxes, and although we searched with our binoculars we could not
see it, but it was clearly at the very top of this big beech tree. On the way home, I did
a 400 metre transect in the roadside band of big larch and Scots pine trees towards
the craft shop. I found no eaten cones or any dreys.
13th June. To Dundonnell for 10.45am to meet Jane and Steve. The Highland Red
Squirrel Group led by Ian Collier (Forestry Commission) and Juliet Robinson
(Highland red squirrel project officer) arrived soon after for a study visit to the
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Dundonnell red squirrel project. Our first visit was to the old cage where we explained
the soft release technique and showed members the nest boxes, feeders and cage
layout. We walked up to the oak clearing and in the end had great views of four red
squirrels running in the tree tops above the nest boxes. First of all there were two
chasing each other in a tall larch tree, and then the others joined in. Walked back
down and through the fields to the new cage. We found several eaten pine cones.
Then up through the field to look at the release site in the dense wood, and had our
lunch sitting in the field, giving a chance for further discussions about the project.
Then a leisurely walk back along the road , noticing that there is a very good crop of
beech mast , as well as a great crop of cones in the larch trees, and average in Scots
pine and spruces. The group went back to the house for tea, and a round up
discussion before they headed back to Dingwall. I went to the freezer with Alasdair to
check the squirrel that had been found dead on the road near his house on 7th June;
interestingly it proved to be squirrel number 8033649, which had been released at Mr
King’s wood. It was a male and weighed 294 grams.
18th June. Went to Dundonnell for 10.30am, first to Alasdair's to check a temporary
drey, he had found in a larch tree near his house. Then to the main house to meet
Donald and Jane, and later the SNH group arrived, which included Ian Jardine (chief
executive), Susan Davis (the North regional director), Leslie Cranna and Tamara
Lawton. We had a very useful day discussing the project and explaining all of our
work. We went by Land Rover to the old cage and explained the soft release
processes, and then walked up to the oak release area, where a squirrel was
watched feeding at one of the feeders, and then in the top of the spruce and larch
trees. We walked to the new cages and explained further, including the difficulties of
using the survey techniques in the Highland terrain. We also discussed summer
dreys, which are built in deciduous trees when they come into leaf, and arer best
surveyed in the autumn after leaf fall. We then drove on to the mast sites and walked
up through the woods to the top boxes where we again discussed the difficulties of
monitoring and how we judge the success of the project. Then back to the house for
lunch and very useful discussions about the project and ideas for the future. Finally
we went along the main road to show them the Ballanore pinewood and to locate the
various release sites against the Dundonnell landscape for them.
29th August. Drove first of all to Leckmelm to see John and Ann Lycett, who had
collected the remains of a red squirrel killed on the road at Leckmelm. Checked
squirrel for pit tags using my reader, but nil. Very little remains and probably one of
this year’s young. No squirrels seen at their feeders recently, but this time of year
there is so much natural food in the woodlands.
Then returned and drove to Dundonnell, where I met Jane and Alasdair and we went
round to check the squirrel areas. Located 2 of the radio tagged squirrels (258 and
317). We spent some time looking at the state of the harvest on the various species
of trees, and also noted in the plentiful supply of fungi and fruit in the woods. Saw
one squirrel near the phone mast wood. Checked out the hide, where people have
seen the occasional squirrel. Later I returned, and spent more time in various release
areas. From the Hill Road, using the radio receiver, I located squirrel 317 near the
sawmill, 258 in its usual area of woodland above the release cages, and 335 weak
signals from across the area towards Ballanore. On the way back down the road, I
located 318 in the big beeches on the corner near the grave site, and just a little way
from the sawmill. This is where Alasdair saw a radio collared squirrel carrying nest
material in the summer. 258 were still in the usual location above the small release
cage. Later I found 335 near Alasdair’s home at Ballanore. I got no signals from the
fourth tagged squirrel.
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The seed crops are impressive and look very good for squirrel survival this autumn
and winter. Using a scoring system 1 to 5, with 5 being highest seed or cone
abundance. Scots pine was 4; Noble fir was 5; Norway spruce was 5; Sitka spruce
was 4, but varied in different places from 3 to 5; oak 2 to 3; rowan was 5; beech was
5 and sweet chestnut was 3. This autumn, the beech nuts are are very plentiful and
full of mast. Brambles carried a good crop of berries.
3rd December. At last able to go and check for dreys, now that all the leaves are off
the deciduous trees. A mild rainy day but colder and clearer later. Arrived at
Dundonnell at 1130, and Alasdair and I carried out a survey of the main areas. First
stop was at the big beeches near the small cemetery, and we found 3 dreys there.
First was a big summer drey 3 m from the top of a 25 m mature beech; 50 m further
into the wood was another big summer day very close to the top 24m beech tree, 60
m to the north was a smaller drey (not for breeding) in a similar tree and a little
further on was a small platform high in a beech. This is exactly where Alasdair saw a
radio tag female squirrel 318 carrying nest material in the summer. My expert opinion
would suggest that this female built two summer dreys for two different broods of
young.
Next we went to see releases the site near the mast, but unfortunately by this time it
was raining, and found one small platform on the side of a larch. Then continued up
the road to the final release site, and about 300 m up from the mast, there was a
good-sized drey in a 12 m larch tree. On the way back down the hill, past the farm
cottage, we saw a squirrel in a mature oak on the roadside.
Drove down to see Brian Fraser, the keeper at Eilean Darach. He showed us a big
drey, made of oak twigs and leaves, in the canopy of a 25m oak tree near the
cottage, while looking at this we saw a red squirrel carrying an acorn run up the tree.
Carrying on to his house, we saw 2 adult and twp juvenile squirrels in a large yew
tree near his home, where he had been feeding squirrels. About 100 m to the north,
we saw another adult squirrel on a stone dyke where Brian has a nut feeder. He said
that he has seen boundary disputes between squirrels at this feeder, with one
territory back towards the yew tree, and the other further north in a broad strip of
beech trees. We walked up the strip and found one large summer drey high up in a
20m beech. On the way back to our car, we saw another squirrel in trees on the back
drive, and also a small drey in the top of a 6m sycamore, draped in honeysuckle.
Back at the public road, we saw a young squirrel in a oak tree by the sheep fank at
the corner. We searched the wood at the big cages where found 5 dreys, 3 were
summer dreys high in the canopy of mature beech trees of 25 m. This is exactly
where I tracked squirrel 212 high in beech tree on 18 May, when it was impossible to
see the squirrel because of the foliage. There was a drey high in a big larch, built on
the side branch, and a big drey lower down in the side branch of an old Scots pine,
which had sheep wool and grass sticking out. I walked along the larch strip to be
smaller cage, and located two dreys in the tall larches and finally a single drey in a
larch at the end of the strip, well past the small cage.
After lunch, we first of all checked the spruce/larch wood at Ballanore where one drey
and one old platform; next we searched the strip of mature trees along the roadside
from the bridge to the craft shop. There was a drey in a clump of younger larch on
the south side of the road, which looked very much like a summer breeding drey. At
the craft shop end of the strip we found 2 big summer dreys and 2 platforms in 25m
mature larch trees. The weather was not good and the light was declining, but we
had a quick look in some of the riverside birch woodland, and then drove to King’s
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wood, where we found one drey in a larch tree above the road 200 m down from the
feeder site.
Very pleased by the day’s survey, despite being really poor weather and the short
dark day, we saw 9 squirrels, and found 26 dreys; and in the time available we only
covered a very small part of the whole woodland area.
Before heading home, I examined the five dead squirrels from his deep freezer with
the pit tag reader. Alasdair has found 7 squirrels dead on the roads during the year,
which is very disappointing, but in some ways it is an indicator of the high number of
squirrels present.
At 6pm attended the meeting of the Highland red squirrel group at the Forestry
Commission offices in Dingwall and gave a report on the Dundonnell project.
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Annex 5.
Press Release by Scottish Natural Heritage 8th January 2009
Scottish estate at forefront of moves to boost red squirrel numbers
A move to boost the conservation of red squirrels in Scotland has taken place
with the release of 32 animals at a site in the north west Highlands of
Scotland.
The red squirrels were translocated to woodland on the 33,000-acre
Dundonnell Estate in Wester Ross. The project aims to re-establish red
squirrels to the north Wester Ross area and was instigated by the Rice family,
who own Dundonnell Estate. They approached the well-known ecologist and
wildlife consultant Roy Dennis to see if the plan was feasible.
He prepared a project proposal which was examined by Scottish Natural
Heritage and the Highland Red Squirrel Group. Following detailed discussions
with SNH, Mr Dennis, received a licence from Scottish Natural Heritage to live
trap 50 squirrels from a number of locations in the East Highlands and
translocate them to the Dundonnell Estate.

The red squirrel has been absent from the north and west Highlands for about
30 years and it is hoped that this experimental translocation project will extend
its breeding range and provide a refuge free from the threat of non-native grey
squirrels. The greys carry the squirrelpox virus which is lethal to the reds, but
non lethal to the greys.

Roy Dennis explained: “Some squirrels were placed in individual nest boxes
located in the woodlands for immediate release into the wild, and others were
‘soft released’ after spending a short time in large aviaries in the woods
getting used to their new surroundings. All of them have access to squirrel
nest boxes and feeding stations to help them acclimatise to their new home.
The feeders are regularly topped up with nuts and seeds by estate staff”
“I visited a similar project in Wales and took advice on the best techniques to
use to ensure that the squirrels have the best chance of surviving.”
“It is hoped that this translocation will help ensure a viable population in this
part of Scotland and a refuge for the reds in the face of the march northwards
of the grey squirrel, and give experience in successful translocation
techniques for the benefit of red squirrel conservation”.
“There are no greys in the North West and Dundonnell Woods is not a
location they could reach easily as there are no corridors of woodland for
them to spread from.”
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Ron Macdonald, SNH’s head of policy and advice, added “Whilst
encouraging this project, it is very much experimental and SNH would need to
look at the results carefully before making firm decisions about the future of
other trial translocation projects.
“SNH’s involvement has been to ensure that there is no adverse impact on the
donor population of squirrels. We have also provided advice to ensure that the
project is adequately monitored and reported on so that lessons can be
learned from it. The project required a licence which was issued by SNH.
“Additionally, guidelines emphasise the importance of animal welfare and
health screening. The squirrels will be checked by a vet during the
translocation period and the project includes very careful monitoring of the
squirrels over a 5 year period.”
Since their release in November, squirrels have been regularly using the
feeding stations, but the rate of dispersal has surprised all involved. Within
three weeks a squirrel was seen on a bird feeder in the garden of Dundonnell
house, whilst others have moved into conifer woods 500 metres from the
release sites.
Jane Rice commented: “One squirrel amazed us all by turning up in woodland
on the shore of Loch Broom to the north, having crossed several miles of
open hillside and moor. It must be the Ranulph Fiennes of the squirrel world!
At this rate, the spread of the red squirrels may go well beyond Dundonnell.
They are enchanting animals.”
The project has been greatly helped by estates and individuals in Moray and
Strathspey, who gave permission for live trapping, and vets from Grantown on
Spey and Edinburgh Zoo who checked the health of the squirrels. The
successful first phase would not have been possible without the financial
backing of the Rice family.

For further information: Fergus Macneill, SNH Public Relations: 01463
725021 fergus.macneill@snh.gov.uk
Roy Dennis – Highland Foundation for Wildlife – 01309 611771
roydennis@aol.com
Scottish Natural Heritage is the Scottish Government’s statutory advisor in
respect to the conservation, enhancement, enjoyment, understanding and
sustainable use of the natural heritage.
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